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Follow us on our social media channels and be among the first to receive information on top issues! Take part in our daily news: 

LinkedIn NITRAS MEDICAL Facebook NITRAS MEDICAL
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MCD Medical Care Dental GmbH // 
NITRAS MEDICAL
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Welcome to our world
Are you curious about what makes the NITRAS brand so 
unique? Then you‘ve come to the right place! 

We will take you on a journey through our company and 
product range. You will find out who we are, how we 
support you in your activities and why you should buy 
NITRAS of all products.

Browse through our seven product categories to find 
exactly the right articles for your needs. 

Make NITRAS to your brand!

By the way, this catalogue is also available as an online
flip catalogue. Here you can expect many additional
functions. Use this alternative to the printed catalogue
and save the environment and resources!

Take a look directly under the following QR code:

#nitrassustainability
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COMPETENT
State of the art, very well-informed and hungry for knowledge

PERSONAL
Direct communication, participative and cooperative

FLEXIBLE
Innovative, individual and fair

RELIABLE
Fast, reliable and proactive
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YOUR RELIABLE PARTNER FOR MEDICAL AND NON-MEDICAL 
DISPOSABLE AS WELL AS REUSABLE PRODUCT - SINCE 2015

With this attitude, we have developed into a 
renowned manufacturer brand. From the beginning, 
we have built and strengthened our worldwide 
partnerships on the pillars of reliability, flexibility and 
trust. Our daily activities are characterised by a wide 
range of products, short delivery times, high quality 
assurance and a price-performance ratio in line with 
the market. As an expert for disposable as well as 
reusable products, we also ensure that our NITRAS 
articles and all the private labels we manufacture 
are always state-of-the-art and fully marketable. We 
have internalised these values in our NITRAS family 
and continue this important tradition to this day. Our 
personal as well as customer- and solution-oriented 
approach combines the above-mentioned aspects, 
creating a unique combination that serves as the basis 
for steady growth. Side by side with our partners.

Our goal is to pRedect people‘s health and the 
environment and to make life easier. We work on 
this every day with great reliability, flexibility and 
competence. We strive for a full range of disposable 
as well as reusable products for professional medical 
and non-medical application areas, that is always 
available for everyone and delivered to a desired 
location within the shortest possible time. Trends, 
designs, innovations and the current state of the 
art are incorporated into product development just 
as much as a price-performance ratio in line with 
the market. Because with the purchase of a NITRAS 
article, we want to give people a promise. A promise 
in terms of features and quality that makes our brand 
value tangible and thus develops a comprehensive 
and distinct brand awareness. 

In addition, we are determined to offer constantly 
optimised customerspecific and individual solutions 
that meet our high standards.

In our NITRAS family, we are committed to continuous,
partnership-based and healthy growth. In this 
context, economic, ecological and social aspects are 
to be considered and implemented along the entire 
value chain. Based on our personal advice and high 
level of commitment, we want to develop a successful 
and future-oriented business policy that serves the 
well-being of all people and the environment.

YOUR ADVANTAGES
V Many years of experience
V Outstanding expertise
V Sustainable quality assurance
V Excellent price-performance ratio
V Certified and monitored products (voluntary

and statutory)
V Professional and timely handling of private

labels
V Strong network
V Continuous expansion of the product range
V Shortest delivery times from stock
V Support for your sales activities
V Sustainability Task Force
V Own office in Shanghai, China

Our goal is to pRedect people‘s health and the environment
and to make life easier.
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BRANDS THAT CONNECT US

The relevance and sales figures of private labels have 
been increasing continuously and across all sectors for 
years. It is therefore currently no longer possible to 
imagine the shelves of supermarkets and DIY markets 
without private labels, because the advantages for the 
trade are significant.

ADVANTAGES FOR THE TRADE
On the one hand, the trade has more liberties 
with pricing policy thanks to private labels. On the 
other hand, private labels are perfectly suitable for 
distinguishing and defining one‘s own assortment 
from the competitors. In addition, private labels can 
be used to create product innovations that bring out 
the main points and add new products to the range.

PRIVATE LABELS WITH NITRAS
With us you do not only benefit from the advantages 
mentioned above. In addition, we can offer you an 
all-round carefree package on request, so that you 
can fully concentrate on your business and sales. 

Benefit from our experience and know-how regarding 
medical and non-medical disposable as well as 
reusable products:
V We conduct the certification process for you 

and take care of all technical documents and 
specifications

V All products comply with the requirements of
German and European legislation

V Strong network in Asia
V High quality assurance on site (own office and

employees in Asia)
V Timely and professional handling of your

private labels
V Support with promotional material

We would like to support you in implementing your 
goals with private labels, strengthening and profiling 
your market position and distinguishing your product 
range according to target groups - contact us!
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QUALITY IS OUR TOP PRIORITY

This applies not only to features such as materials, fit 
and pRedective function, but also to the freedom of 
the products from harmful substances and allergens. 
The latter plays a very important role in consumer and 
environmental pRedection.

OUR QUALITY MANAGEMEN SYSTEM
Our quality assurance begins with the raw materials 
of which our products are made of. This includes 
the inspection of raw materials and testing for risk 
parameters. As part of our supplier management, 
our suppliers are trained and informed on an ongoing 
basis (e.g. by means of questionnaires and training 
materials) so that we can ensure that all parties 
involved are informed about current events in the EU 
and to achieve consistent and high manufacturing 
quality. We check compliance with our requirements 
by means of on-site audits.

Finished goods are checked before shipment. This 
includes, among other things, inspections by our 
own and trained staff and spot checks carried out by 
independent third parties. As soon as the finished 

goods arrive at our warehouse in Germany, they are 
again subjected to a precise incoming goods inspection 
(e.g. visual inspections, checks for risk parameters and 
pRedective functions). For this purpose we have our 
own testing equipment available on site.

In summary, we guarantee the following points and 
thus ensure sustainable and comprehensive quality 
assurance:
V Pollutant management
V Supply chain management / development
V Audits (announced and unannounced)
V Incoming goods inspection (raw materials)
V Outgoing goods inspection (produced goods)
V Proofs and certificates by third parties (e.g.

materials, BSCI, REACH, ILO)

Please do not hesitate to contact us if you have any 
questions or require further information..

REALISING PRODUCT INNOVATIONS

ALL-AROUND CAREFREE PACKAGE

STRENGTHEN MARKET POSITION
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Do you want to get more information about
sustainability at NITRAS? Then inform yourself

online in our current sustainability report!
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WE SEE THE FUTURE GREEN

Sustainability is becoming more and more important 
and affects every one of us - whether privately or 
professionally. In addition to many points that are 
already being promoted and implemented by us 
in the EU as well as in Germany, we will also ensure 
that this important topic receives attention along 
our entire value chain. In doing so, we always take 
appropriate measures for environmental pRedection 
as  well as resource conservation and commit 
ourselves to comply with corresponding legal and 
voluntary obligations/agreements.

OUR GUIDING PRINCIPLES
We always demand the highest quality standards, 
which also go beyond legal requirements. To meet our 
quality standards, close and trusting cooperation with 
all our partners is imperative. To ensure this, we have 
developed guiding principles that define a uniform 
framework for this:
V Management practices that respect the rights

of all employees
V Providing a safe and healthy workplace for all

employees
V Provision of safe products for all partners
V Minimising negative impacts on the

environment

OUR CORE STANDARDS
In addition to our guiding principles, which form the
cornerstone for close and trusting cooperation, we
have developed and specified core standards that
complement and build on them. These can be divided
into three areas:
V Social ethical aspects
V Prohibited and/or restricted substances and

allergens
V Ecological sustainability

OUTLOOK
We always want to set ourselves new, realistic, but 
also ambitious goals in order to make the NITRAS 
brand even more sustainable. Our Sustainability Task 
Force keeps an eye on all areas of the company and 
explores where there is still a need for optimisation. 
We will keep you informed about our developments..

Do you have any suggestions or ideas for 
improvement? Then please feel free to contact us, we 
look forward to hearing from you!

PLASTIC SAVINGS THROUGH THE ELIMINATION OF
INDIVIDUAL PACKAGING FOR SAFETY GLOVES 

30.000 kg
3.000 km

Per 10,000,000 plastic bags - the mass does it!



FAST, FLEXIBLE UND MODERN

In recent years, our entire logistics as well as the 
warehouse have been modernised and optimised in 
order to be able to cope with the increasing demands 
on sustainability and future viability. 

WAREHOUSE MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE
Our warehouse management software (WMS) serves 
as an interface between our ERP and AutoStore® 
systems. A two-dimensional barcode system helps to 
optimally utilise the more than 10,000 sqm of storage 
space capacity. For the employees, this results in 
optimised picking rounds and shortened walking and 
driving distances. The entire process, from order entry 
to dispatch, has been significantly improved in order 
to be able to react as quickly as usual in the future 
when incoming orders increase.

AUTOSTORE®
In order to make the best possible use of our existing 
storage space, we have chosen AutoStore®, an 
innovative system for automatic storage and picking. 

Via a track system (grid), containers are picked up by 
high-speed robots, sorted and delivered directly to the 
connected port for incoming or outgoing goods. The 
compact storage solution reduces the space required 
by around 75% compared to the previous storage 
system. In addition to fast availability, the system is 
also very energy-efficient.

NEW WAREHOUSE AND OFFICE
In order to continue to meet the high demands of our
partners in terms of availability and delivery times,
we are expanding the existing warehouse and office
space. The new building is being constructed on a site
of approx. 11,400 sqm and, in addition to a modern,
16-metre-high warehouse with 10,500 pallet spaces
on an area of 5,000 sqm, includes a representative
showroom and a laboratory for product testing.

TRAINING / CONSULTING

CREATIVE SUPPORT

TEXTILE FINISHING
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WE ARE HAPPY TO SUPPORT YOU AT ANY TIME

TRAINING / CONSULTING
We are also at your disposal for all topics relating to 
our product range, standards, certifications, material 
science or customer-specific documents (e.g. glove 
plans for your own business). Here you can benefit 
from our long-term experience and our trained staff.

SUPPORT OF YOUR SALES ACTIVITIES
We also support you before and after the purchase and 
make sure that you receive creative and technically 
flawless materials for your sales promotion (e.g. 
individual flyers, catalogues, images). So you can fully 
concentrate on your daily business - we take care of 
the rest.

WORKWEAR AND TEXTILE FINISHING
Providing all employees with uniform workwear 
strengthens the internal and external sense of  
belonging. 
In many industries and professions (e.g. nursing 
and care services, medical practices, beauty salons, 
etc.) value is placed on a uniform „look & feel“. With 
workwear from NITRAS SAFETY, three of own transfer 

presses and a large selection of transfer films, we 
can customise our entire range of clothing according  
to your wishes (e.g. polo shirts, t-shirts, jackets, 
jumpers) and finish and individualise it for you on site. 

Whether you want your own company logo or a slogan: 
we help you with the creation and implementation of 
it. We support you with high-quality transfers and 
individual consulting. 

Thanks to our textile finishing you and your customers 
benefit from the following advantages:
V Improvement of the team spirit (Corporate

Identity)
V High recognition value
V Individualisation of clothing
V Upgrading of clothing
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COMPETENT CONSULTING

PERSONAL MEETINGS 

RELIABLE PARTNERSHIP
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ALWAYS AND EVERYWHERE THERE FOR YOU

As an internationally active company for medical 
and non-medical disposable as well as reusable 
productwe are a preferred partner of industry, trade 
and craft in over 30 countries. The competent and 
demand-oriented advice of our partners at domestic 
and abroad, our large assortment, the fair price-
performance ratio as well as our fast and reliable 
shipping are guarantors of our mutual success -  
already for many years.

For personal talks on site we are at your disposal at any 
time to present new and existing products, to perform 
product trainings or to discuss general topics. Benefit 
from our service quality and consulting competence! 
Either in your premises, at trade fairs or together at 
your customers! 

Our employees have several years of industry 
experience and are at your disposal in Germany, 
throughout Europe. For appointments and enquiries 
you can contact us or directly the corresponding field 
representative in your region:

+49 2272 401 111

info@nitras-medical.com

Weitere Informationen finden Sie auch online unter 
www.nitras-medical.com oder folgendem QR-Code: 
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NITRAS SAFETY - YOUR EXPERTS FOR PERSONAL PROTECTIVE 
EQUIPMENT AND WORKWEAR - SINCE 1986

NITRAS was founded in 1986 and has developed to an 
established name for personal protective equipment 
and workwear with the manufacturer‘s brand 
NITRAS SAFETY. After specialising in a comprehensive 
and strong range of hand and arm protection, the 
product range was steadily expanded. Currently, 
NITRAS SAFETY also offers a wide range of workwear, 
protective clothing, foot protection, respiratory 
protection, eye protection and children‘s clothing.

NITRAS SAFETY is your reliable partner for personal 
protective equipment and workwear. NITRAS has 
specialised in cooperation with technical wholesalers 
and supplies distribution partners in over 30 countries. 
To this day, both companies are owner-managed and 
attach great importance to the quality of our products. 

Our manufacturer brand NITRAS was registered in the 
middle of the 90s and has developed into a renowned 
and reliable brand in the industry. The brand logo 
represents a quality mark that reflects our high 
standards.

You can also find more information about NITRAS 
SAFETY at www.nitras.de.
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THE RIGHT COLOUR FOR EVERY REQUIREMENT

In the following, we provide you with a clear overview 
of the colour variants for our range. You will find the 
available colour variants for each item under the 
corresponding item description. Each colour code 

consists of four digits. The first two digits represent 
the main colour and the last two digits the contrast 
colour. For single-colour items, the colour code „00“ 
(plain) forms the last two digits.

Colour Colour code

Uni 00

Black 10

White 11

Grey 12

Light grey 13

Transparent 14

Anthracite 15

Natural colour 16

Silver 19

Royal Blue 20

Navy Blue 21

Blue 22

Light Blue 23

Dark Blue 24

Petrol 25

Green 30

Neon yellow 40

Neon orange 41

Lime 42

yellow 43

Orange 44

Brown 50

Khaki 51

Beige 52

Fossil 55

Red 60

Reddish brown 61

Purple 62

Light Pink 63

Pink 64

Lavender 65

Bordeaux 66
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Article Page
000500 85
01500 85
3220 94
3221 94
3250 94
3450 95
3451 95
4000 19
4001 19
004001 85

4002 19

4003 19
4010 20
4011 20
4012 20
4013 20
4014 20
4015 20
4016 20
4017 20
4018 20
4020 22
4021 22

4022 22
4023 22
4024 22
4025 22
4040 19
4041 19
4050 23
4200 35
4201 35
4202 35
4210 38
4220 37
4225 71
4226 71
4230 30
4237 30
4240 31
4245 31
4250 31
4260 31
4265 31
4270 31
4275 30
4281 54

4286 54
4320 26
4321 26
4322 26
4323 26
4324 26
4329 26
4330 27
004331 25
4331 27
004332 25
4332 27
004333 25
4333 27
004334 25
4334 27
004335 25
004336 25
004338 25
4338 27
004339 25
4350 23
004500 85
4514 32

4515 32
4520 32
4530 33
4531 33
4535 34
4540 34
4755 78
4830 38
4835 38
05500 77
5645 75
5670 87
5690 87
5700 80
5950 66
7005 102
7010 103
7015 103
007020 88
7020 104
007021 88
007022 88
007023 88
007024 88

EVERYTHING YOU NEED

You know what you are looking for? Then you can 
quickly reach your goal with our practical article 
index: Simply select the desired article number and go 
directly to the right page.

Tip: Articles marked in red are new items in the current 
product catalogue. It‘s worth taking a look!

NORMEN / PIKTOGRAMME
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7025 104
007028 88
007029 88
7250 100
7251 100
7252 101
7255 101
7256 101
007600 89
007601 89
007602 89
007603 89
007604 89
007607 89
007609 89
007710 90
007711 90
007712 90
007713 90
007714 90
007715 90
007716 90
007717 90
007718 90

007719 90
007720 90
8100 42
8101 43
8200 43
8201 43
8210 44
8215 44
8220 44
8230 45
8300 46
8304 46
8305 47
8310 47
8311 48
8320 48
8321 49
8322 49
8324 50
8325 50
8326 50
8327 51
8328 51
8330 92

8335 93
8340 92
8720 93
9000 96
9010 96
9013 97
9015 97
9020 97
010000 85
20050 73
20075 73
20100 73
20150 73
20200 73
20250 73
50010 66
051500 85
51551 79
51552 79
51655 79
52001 58
52005 58
52771 59
52775 59

52995 60
53202 61
54301 62
54305 62
55000 74
55001 57
55005 57
55250 56
55500 56
56001 84
56070 75
56500 84
58001 76
58005 76
58048 64
58090 64
58100 65
58112 65
71828 75
72120 69
75210 71
76050 70
210000 72
213435 72

214260 73
260100 73
275250 73
290250 73
401010 21
401111 21
401212 21
401313 21
401414 21
401800 20
401900 20
402525 21
419900 99
420100 36
422845 37
432800 28
475100 78
500057 87
526095 84
527250 59
561501 77
561502 77
570008 81
580510 76

703950 70
704950 70
705450 70
715000 68
736640 80
772500 82
772501 82
772502 82
772505 82
772507 82
831100 52
832000 52
2008310 47
2008311 48
2008320 49
4120SI 98
4120SIF 98
4331HY 28
57090B 86
57090G 86
72324G 69
72324W 69
72332W 68
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ONE WAY WITH DISPOSABLES AND REUSABLES
OUR NEW SERVICE AT NITRAS
Disposable as well as reusable clothing complement each other: From now on, we also offer you a versatile range of workwear from NITRAS SAFETY. Have your desired clothing 
easily and conveniently finished with your logo or slogan. Thanks to our own transfer presses, a large selection of transfer films and the necessary know-how, we can finish 
your NITRAS clothing directly on site and thus ensure a high recognition value for your company.

Benefit from short distances and direct agreements within the NITRAS family and strengthen the togetherness within the team (corporate identity). Whether T-shirts, polo 
shirts, hooded or round-neck jumpers, work jackets, windbreakers or much more: we have the right outfit for every industry and every weather condition. You choose the outfit 
and the finishing parameters - we do the rest! You will find a small selection of products starting on page 102.

Contact us now for your enquiry via info@nitras-medical.com or call us on +49 2272 401 111 - we look forward to hearing from you!
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17 Introduction
DISPOSABLE CLOTHING

Numerous areas of application require professional disposable clothing that hast to be used 
according to the situation.  In areas that require the highest hygienic standards or need  a 
protection against infectious agents, such as medical facilities, when handling food, in care areas, 
gastronomy or industry: With coats, aprons, arm covers, overalls, caps, face masks, overshoes and 
more from NITRAS, you not only protect yourself, but also the people around you, your working 
materials and even food.

18 Head coverings

24 Face masks

29 Body coverings
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DISPOSABLE CLOTHING
HEAD COVERINGS

COMFORTABLE TO WEAR
BREATHABLE NON-WOVEN FABRIC

OPTIMAL FIT
IN DIFFERENT SIZES

HIGH WEARING COMFORT 
COTTON-COVERED ELASTIC BAND
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Article number / description Colour code Colour Others

4000 1100 White Ø approx. 52 cm 

4001 3000 Green Ø approx. 52 cm 

4002 2300 Light Blue Ø approx. 52 cm 

4003 6000 Red Ø approx. 52 cm 

4040 1100 White Ø approx. 58 cm 

4041 2300 Light Blue Ø approx. 58 cm 

4000
Material: Polypropylene, white
Others: Diameter approx. 52 cm
Packaging unit: 1.000 pieces
NITRAS bouffant caps, polypropylene, white, diameter approx. 52 cm, non-woven fabric, fibreglass-free and breathable, good 
wearing comfort, double cotton-covered elastic band, 10 bags, 100 pieces each

Shell fabric: 100% Polypropylene
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Article number / description Colour code Colour Others

4010 1100 White Ø approx. 52 cm 

4011 3000 Green Ø approx. 52 cm

4012 2300 Light Blue Ø approx. 52 cm

4013 6000 Red Ø approx. 52 cm

4014 4300 Yellow Ø approx. 52 cm

4015 1100 White Ø approx. 55 cm

4016 3000 Green Ø approx. 55 cm

4017 2300 Light Blue Ø approx. 55 cm

4018 6400 Pink Ø approx. 52 cm

401800 1000 Black Ø approx. 52 cm

401900 6200 Purple Ø approx. 52 cm

4010
Material: Polypropylene, white
Others: Diameter approx. 52 cm
Packaging unit: 1.000 pieces
NITRAS clip caps, polypropylene, white, diameter approx. 52 cm, non-woven fabric, fibreglass-free and breathable, ruffled, 
good wearing comfort, cotton-covered elastic band, 10 bags, 100 pieces each

Shell fabric: 100% Polypropylene

NEW COLOURS

NEW NEW
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Article number / description Colour code Colour Others

401010 1100 White Ø approx. 52 cm 

401111 3000 Green Ø approx. 52 cm

401212 2300 Light Blue Ø approx. 52 cm

401313 6000 Red Ø approx. 52 cm

401414 4300 Yellow Ø approx. 52 cm

402525 4400 Orange Ø approx. 52 cm

401010
Material: Polypropylene, white
Others: Diameter approx. 52 cm
Packaging unit: 1.000 pieces
Clip caps, polypropylene, white, diameter approx. 52 cm, non-woven fabric, fibreglass-free and breathable, ruffled, good 
wearing comfort, cotton-covered elastic band, Double stitched, 10 bags, 100 pieces each, Made in Germany, production on 
customer request and in compliance with the minimum purchase quantity 

Shell fabric: 100% Polypropylene
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Article number / description Colour code Colour Others

4020 1100 White One size

4021 3000 Green One size

4022 2300 Light Blue One size

4023 4300 Yellow One size

4024 6000 Red One size

4025 4400 Orange One size

4020
Material: Polypropylene, white
Others: One size
Packaging unit: 1.000 pieces
NITRAS astro caps with integrated 2-ply face mask with nosepiece, polypropylene, white, non-woven fabric, fibreglass-free and 
breathable, light, 10 bags, 100 pieces each

Shell fabric: 100% Polypropylene
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DISPOSABLE CLOTHING
HEAD COVERINGS

4050
Material: Polypropylene, white
Others: One size
Packaging unit: 1.000 pieces
NITRAS hair band, polypropylene, white, ruffled, with elastic band, One size, individually packed in bag, 10 bags, 100 pieces 
each

4350
Material: Polypropylene, white
Others: One size
Packaging unit: 1.000 pieces
NITRAS beard cover, polypropylene, white, non-irritating elastic band for mounting behind the head, 10 bags, 100 pieces each

HEAD COVERINGS
FOR HYGIENE AND PROTECTION

ELASTIC RUBBER BAND
FOR FASTENING BEHIND THE HEAD

COMFORTABLE TO WEAR
BREATHABLE NON-WOVEN FABRIC

Shell fabric: 100% Polypropylene

Shell fabric: 100% Polypropylene



INTEGRATED NOSEPIECE 
FOR OPTIMAL FIT

EN 14683 TYP IIR 
BACTERIAL FILTER EFFICIENCY >98%

INDIVIDUALITY AND STYLE
IN MANY FASHIONABLE COLOURS

24 +49 2272 401 111 info@nitras-medical.com

DISPOSABLE CLOTHING
FACE MASKS
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DISPOSABLE CLOTHING
FACE MASKS
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004331 // SOFT PROTECT PLUS
Material: Polypropylene, navy blue
Others: One size
Packaging unit: 500 pieces
NITRAS SOFT PROTECT PLUS, medical face mask, polypropylene, navy blue, 4-ply, very soft and fibreglass-free, integrated 
nosepiece, round and latex-free elastic bands, manufactured according to EN 14683 Type IIR, bacterial filtration efficiency > 
98%, 10 boxes, 50 pieces each

Article number / description Colour code Colour Others

004331 // SOFT PROTECT PLUS 2100 Navy Blue One size

004332 // SOFT PROTECT PLUS 5000 Brown One size

004333 // SOFT PROTECT PLUS 6500 Lavender One size

004334 // SOFT PROTECT PLUS 6300 Light Pink One size

004335 // SOFT PROTECT PLUS 5500 Fossil One size

004336 // SOFT PROTECT PLUS 6600 Bordeaux One size

004338 // SOFT PROTECT PLUS 1000 Black One size

004339 // SOFT PROTECT PLUS 6400 Pink One size
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DISPOSABLE CLOTHING
FACE MASKS
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4320 // SOFT PROTECT
Material: Polypropylene, white
Others: One size
Packaging unit: 500 pieces
NITRAS SOFT PROTECT, medical face mask, polypropylene, white, 3-ply, very soft and fibreglass-free, integrated nosepiece, 
round and latex-free elastic bands, manufactured according to EN 14683 Type IIR, bacterial filtration efficiency > 98%, 10 
boxes, 50 pieces each

Article number / description Colour code Colour Others

4320 // SOFT PROTECT 1100 White One size

4321 // SOFT PROTECT 2300 Light Blue One size

4322 // SOFT PROTECT 3000 Green One size

4323 // SOFT PROTECT 6500 Lavender One size

4324 // SOFT PROTECT 6300 Light Pink One size

4329 // SOFT PROTECT 6400 Pink One size
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DISPOSABLE CLOTHING
FACE MASKS
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4330 // PROTECT
Material: Polypropylene, white
Others: One size
Packaging unit: 500 pieces
NITRAS PROTECT, medical face mask, polypropylene, white, 3-ply, fibreglass-free, integrated nosepiece, round and latex-free 
elastic bands, manufactured according to EN 14683 Type IIR, bacterial filtration efficiency > 98%, 10 boxes, 50 pieces each

Article number / description Colour code Colour Others

4330 // PROTECT 1100 White One size

4331 // PROTECT 2300 Light Blue One size

4332 // PROTECT 3000 Green One size

4333 // PROTECT 6200 Purple One size

4334 // PROTECT 6300 Light Pink One size

4338 // PROTECT 1000 Black One size
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DISPOSABLE CLOTHING
FACE MASKS

4331HY // PROTECT
Material: Polypropylene, blue
Others: One size
Packaging unit: 2.000 pieces
NITRAS PROTECT, medical face mask, polypropylene, blue, 3-ply, fibreglass-free, integrated nosepiece, round and latex-free 
elastic bands, manufactured according to EN 14683 Type IIR, bacterial filtration efficiency > 98%, 10 boxes, 50 pieces each

432800 // SOFT PROTECT VOGUE
Material: Polypropylene, white / black
Others: One size
Packaging unit: 500 pieces
NITRAS SOFT PROTECT VOGUE, medical face mask, polypropylene, white / black, 3-ply, soft and fibreglass-free, integrated 
nosepiece, round and latex-free elastic bands, manufactured according to EN 14683 Type IIR, bacterial filtration efficiency > 
98%, appealing and modern design, 10 boxes, 50 pieces each

INDIVIDUALITY AND STYLE 
MODERN AND APPEALING DESIGN

EN 14683 TYP IIR 
BACTERIAL FILTER EFFICIENCY >98%

INTEGRATED NOSEPIECE 
FOR OPTIMAL FIT



COMFORTABLE TO WEAR
SOFT POLYPROPYLENE

VERSATILE AND NEUTRAL
USE IN MEDICINE, CARE AND INDUSTRY

VARIOUS VERSIONS
SIZES, DIFFERENT TYPES OF CLOSURE
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DISPOSABLE CLOTHING
BODY COVERINGS
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DISPOSABLE CLOTHING
BODY COVERINGS

You will find more versions of our disposable aprons made of polyethylene on the next page.

4230
Material: Polyethylene, white
Others: Tested according to EN 1186
Packaging unit: 1.000 pieces
NITRAS PE aprons, polyethylene, white, strength approx. 20 μ, embossed, packed loosely, measurements 80 x 125 cm, tested 
according to EN 1186, 10 bags, 100 pieces each

4275
Material: Polyethylene, blue
Others: Tested according to EN 1186
Packaging unit: 500 pieces
NITRAS PE aprons, polyethylene, blue, strength approx. 55 μ, smooth, blocked with tear perforation, measurements 76 x 125 
cm, tested according to EN 1186, 10 bags, 50 pieces each

4237
Material: Polyethylene, black
Others: Measurements 76 x 125 cm
Packaging unit: 250 pieces
NITRAS PE aprons, polyethylene, black, strength approx. 30 μ, embossed, packed loosely, measurements 76 x 125 cm, 5 bags, 
50 pieces each

TESTED
ACCORDING TO

EN 1186

TESTED
ACCORDING TO

EN 1186
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DISPOSABLE CLOTHING
BODY COVERINGS

Article Characteristics Colour code Colour Measurements (cm) Packaging unit
4230 Embossed, strength approx. 20 µ 1100 White 80 x 125 1.000 pieces (10 bags, 100 pieces each)

4240 Embossed, strength approx. 20 µ 1100 White 80 x 125 500 pieces (10 bags, 50 pieces each)

4245 Embossed, strength approx. 20 µ 1100 White 80 x 140 500 pieces (10 bags, 50 pieces each)

4250 Embossed, strength approx. 20 µ 2300 Blue 80 x 125 500 pieces (10 bags, 50 pieces each)

4260 Smooth, strength approx. 30 µ 1100 White 76 x 125 500 pieces (10 bags, 50 pieces each)

4265 Smooth, strength approx. 30 µ 2300 Blue 76 x 125 500 pieces (10 bags, 50 pieces each)

4270 Smooth, strength approx. 55 µ 1100 White 76 x 125 500 pieces (10 bags, 50 pieces each)

4275 Smooth, strength approx. 55 µ 2300 Blue 76 x 125 500 pieces (10 bags, 50 pieces each)

4237 Embossed, strength approx. 30 µ 1000 Black 76 x 125 250 pieces (5 bags, 50 pieces each)

INDIVIDUAL EXTRACTION
PACKED LOOSELY OR BLOCKED

DIFFERENT AREAS OF US
VARIOUS STRENGTHS, SIZES AND COLOURS

HYGIENE PROTECTION
AGAINST LIQUIDS AND DIRT
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DISPOSABLE CLOTHING
BODY COVERINGS

Shell fabric: 100% Polypropylene

Shell fabric: 100% Polypropylene

4514
Material: Polypropylene, white
Others: Sizes L - 3XL
Packaging unit: 50 pieces
NITRAS PP-Overall, polypropylene, white, hood with elastic band, zip cover, elasticated waist, elastic arm and leg cuffs, 
individually packed in bag

4515
Material: Polypropylene, white
Others: Sizes L - 3XL
Packaging unit: 50 pieces
NITRAS PP-Overall, polypropylene, white, with collar, withoud hood, zip cover, elasticated waist, elastic arm and leg cuffs, 
individually packed in bag

Shell fabric: 100% Polypropylene

4520
Material: Polypropylene, White
Others: Size 2XL
Packaging unit: 50 pieces
NITRAS PP-visitor coat, polypropylene, white, with zipper, with collar, with inner pocket, elastic arm cuffs, individually packed 
in bag
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DISPOSABLE CLOTHING
BODY COVERINGS

Shell fabric: 100% Polypropylene
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4530
Material: Polypropylene, White
Others: Größe 2XL
Packaging unit: 50 pieces
NITRAS PP-visitor coat, polypropylene, white, with four push buttons, with collar, without pockets, elastic arm cuffs, individually 
packed in bag

Article number / description Colour code Colour Others

4530 1100 White Size 2XL

4531 6000 Red Size 2XL
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DISPOSABLE CLOTHING
BODY COVERINGS

Shell fabric: 100% Polypropylene

4540
Material: Polypropylene, green
Others: Size 2XL
Packaging unit: 100 pieces
NITRAS PP-visitor coat, polypropylene, green, with closure band, to tie behind the body, elastic arm cuffs, length approx. 110 cm, 
10 bags, 10 pieces each

Shell fabric: 100% Polypropylene

4535
Material: Polypropylene, white
Others: Sizes L - 2XL
Packaging unit: 50 pieces
NITRAS PP-visitor coat, polypropylene, white, with four velcro buttons, with collar, without pockets, elastic arm cuffs, individually 
packed in bag

COMFORTABLE TO WEAR
SOFT POLYPROPYLENE

VERSATILE AND NEUTRAL 
USE IN MEDICINE AND CARE

QUICK APPLICATION
TO TIE BEHIND THE BODY
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DISPOSABLE CLOTHING
BODY COVERINGS
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4200
Material: Chlorinated polyethylene, white
Others: Tested according to EN 1186
Packaging unit: 2.000 pieces
NITRAS CPE arm covers, chlorinated polyethylene, white, length approx. 40 cm, strength approx. 20 μ, with elastic arm cuffs, 
tested according to EN 1186, 20 bags, 100 pieces each

Article number / description Colour code Colour Others

4200 1100 White One size

4201 2200 Blue One size

4202 1000 Black One size

TESTED
ACCORDING TO

EN 1186



DISPOSABLE CLOTHING „MADE IN GERMANY“
AVAILABLE FROM NOW ON AT NITRAS
Whether it‘s short delivery routes, fast availability, high quality or strengthening the domestic market: our motivation for disposable clothing „MADE IN GERMANY“ is manifold. 
Our goal is to protect people‘s health as well as the environment and to make life easier. That is why we are breaking new ground and offer you disposable clothing „MADE IN 
GERMANY“ from now on. 

Benefit from our vision as well and find out now about the possibilities of disposable clothing „MADE IN GERMANY“. We offer you high-quality clip caps, robust arm covers and 
FFP2 masks in a wide variety of colours. You decide whether you want a NITRAS product or use our expertise for your own private labels..

Contact us now for your enquiry via info@nitras-medical.com or call us on +49 2272 401 111 - we look forward to hearing from you!
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DISPOSABLE CLOTHING
BODY COVERINGS

420100
Material: Chlorinated polyethylene, blue
Others: Tested according to EN 1186
Packaging unit: 2.000 pieces
CPE arm covers, chlorinated polyethylene, blue, transparent, length approx. 40 cm, strength approx. 20 μ, with elastic arm cuffs, 
tested according to EN 1186, 20 bags, 100 pieces each, Made in Germany, production on customer request and in compliance 
with the minimum purchase quantity

NE
W

ROBUST MATERIALS 
FOR DEMANDING WORKS

VERSATILE IN USE  
NEUTRAL BLAU FOR MANY AREAS

MADE IN GERMANY 
SHORT TERM AVAILABILITY

TESTED
ACCORDING TO

EN 1186
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DISPOSABLE CLOTHING
BODY COVERINGS

OPTIMAL HOLD
ELASTIC BAND ON THE ANKLES

DURABLE MATERIAL
PROTECTION FROM DIRT

PROTECTION IN HYGIENIC AREAS
AGAINST CONTAMINATION

4220
Material: Chlorinated polyethylene, blue
Others: One size
Packaging unit: 2.000 pieces
NITRAS CPE shoe covers, chlorinated polyethylene, blue, embossed, length approx. 40 cm, strength approx. 35 μ, with elastic 
band to fix on the ankles, 20 bags, 100 pieces each

422845
Material: Chlorinated polyethylene, black
Others: One size
Packaging unit: 500 pieces
NITRAS CPE shoe covers, chlorinated polyethylene, black, embossed, length approx. 40 cm, strength approx. 45 μ, with elastic 
band to fix on the ankles, 5 bags, 100 pieces each
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DISPOSABLE CLOTHING
BODY COVERINGS

4830
Material: Polypropylene, blue
Others: One size
Packaging unit: 500 pieces
NITRAS disposable thongs,  Polypropylene, blue, with white stitching, suitable for men and women, individually packed in bags, 
10 bags, 50 pieces each 

4835
Material: Polypropylene, white
Others: One size
Packaging unit: 500 pieces
NITRAS disposable thongs,  polypropylene, white, with pink stitching, suitable for women and men, individually packed in bags, 
10 bags, 50 pieces each

4210
Material: Chlorinated polyethylene / polypropylene, blue / white
Others: One size
Packaging unit: 800 pieces
NITRAS shoe covers, with outsole made of chlorinated polyethylene, blue, foot section made of polypropylene, white, , 
embossed, length approx. 41 cm, width approx. 20 cm, strength of the outsole approx. 60 μ, with elastic band to fix on the 
ankles, 16 bags, 50 pieces each



39 Introduction
DISPOSABLE GLOVES

Disposable gloves are indispensable and very important companions in many workplaces. They 
serve hygiene as well as protection and thus play a very important role in private and professional 
everyday life. We therefore offer a wide pallett of high-quality and versatile disposable gloves 
from NITRAS in four different materials that are designed to meet your requirements. Discover 
the advantages and possibilities of NITRAS disposable gloves for medicine, care section, food 
industry, tattoo, beauty and many other areas.

40 Overview disposable gloves

42 Vinyl disposable gloves

43 Latex disposable gloves

46 Nitrile disposable gloves

54 PE disposable gloves
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DISPOSABLE GLOVES
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8100 // VINYL PF  VINYL - V - V - V V V V V - - - - I 42

8101 // VINYL P VINYL - V - V - V V V V V - - - - I 43

8200 // IDEAL CARE PF LATEX - V - V - V V V V V V - - - I 43

8201 // IDEAL CARE P LATEX - V - V - V V V V V V - - - I 43

8210 // SUPREME LATEX LATEX - V - V - V V V V V V - - - I 44

8215 // POLYMER SOFT LATEX - - - V - - V V V V V - - - I 44

8220 // BLACK SCORPION LATEX V V - V - V V V V V V - - - III 44

8230 // SUPREME GRIP LATEX - V - V - V V V V V V - - - I 45

8300 // SUPREME NITRILE NITRILE V V - V - V V V V V - - - - III 46

8304 // GLAMOUR WAVE NITRILE V V - V - - V V V V - - - - III 46

8305 // PROTECT 300 NITRILE V V - V - V V V V V - - - - III 47

8310 // WHITE WAVE NITRILE V V - V - V V V V V - - - - III 47

2008310 // BIG WHITE WAVE NITRILE V V - V - V V V V V - - - - III 47

8311 // BLUE WAVE NITRILE V V - V - V V V V V - - - - III 48

2008311 // BIG BLUE WAVE NITRILE V V - V - V V V V V - - - - III 48

8320 // BLACK WAVE NITRILE V V - V V V V V V - - - - III 48

2008320 // BIG BLACK WAVE NITRILE V V - V - V V V V V - - - - III 49

8321 // PINK WAVE NITRILE V - - V V V V V V - - - - III 49

8322 // PURPLE WAVE NITRILE V V - V V V V V V - - - - III 49

8324 // INDIGO WAVE NITRILE V - - V V V V V V - - - - III 50

8325 // MINT WAVE NITRILE V V - V V V V V V - - - - III 50

8326 // RED WAVE NITRILE V V - V V V V V V - - - - III 50

8327 // CANDY WAVE NITRILE V - - V V V V V V - - - - III 51

8328 // VIOLET WAVE NITRILE V V - V V V V V V - - - - III 51

DISPOSABLE GLOVES FROM NITRAS

Disposable gloves are not only used for hygiene, but also for protection. They play a very important role in private and professional everyday life and, depending on the material 
and properties, offer different advantages that should be selected according to need for the respective situation.

We therefore offer our high-quality and versatile NITRAS disposable gloves in four different materials to suit your requirements. NITRAS offers you disposable gloves made of 
robust nitrile, stretchable latex, comfortable vinyl as well as hygienic disposable gloves made of polyethylene (PE). Many of our disposable gloves are available in different 
colours as well as designs. They meet the European requirements for medical gloves as well as for protective gloves against chemicals and microorganisms (bacteria, fungi and 
viruses). In addition, our disposable gloves are suitable for contact with food, which offers you a wide range of possible applications.

Thanks to these advantages, you can use our disposable gloves for your protection, for the protection of third parties and as a hygienic aid when handling sensitive working 
materials or food. In addition, you can also skilfully pick up on existing colour concepts in your premises and thus ensure a harmonious overall picture: may there be black 
disposable gloves in the kitchen or the tattoo studio or green disposable gloves in the practice or the beauty salon - with disposable gloves from NITRAS, all options are open.
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DISPOSABLE GLOVES
OVERVIEW



Discover the advantages of our Latex disposable gloves
V Very good dry and wet grip, very good tactile sensitivity
V For workplaces with a high demand for good grip
V Can be used in many areas of application (medicine, care 

sector, tattoo, beauty, industry, food processing)

Discover the advantages of our Nitrile disposable gloves
V Resistant, robust, very good dry and oil grip
V With chemical protection according to EN ISO 374 against 

hazardous chemicals as well as microorganisms and viruses
V Large selection of colours for different sectors and a uniform 

appearance in practice, studio and industry 

Discover the advantages of our Vinyl disposable gloves
V Soft, very sensitive and stretchy
V High quality for demanding work
V Reliable and tear-resistant for many applications
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DISPOSABLE GLOVES
OVERVIEW
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DISPOSABLE GLOVES
VINYL DISPOSABLE GLOVES

MANUFACTURED
ACCORDING TO

EN 455 PO
W

DE
R

8100 // VINYL PF
Material: Vinyl, transparent
Coating: -
Size(s): XS-XL
Packaging unit: 1.000 pieces
Certification: -
NITRAS VINYL PF, vinyl disposable gloves, transparent (colour code: 1400), non-sterile, rolled edge, powder-free, manufactured 
according to EN 455, for food contact, ambidextrous (left and right hand), medical gloves, AQL 1,5, 10 boxes,100 pieces each

MICRO-ROUGHENED SURFACE
FOR AN IMPROVED HOLD

SUITABLE FOR FOOD CONTACT
TESTED AND APPROVED

OPTIMAL HOLD
ROLLED EDGE AT THE WRIST
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MANUFACTURED
ACCORDING TO
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8101 // VINYL P
Material: Vinyl, transparent
Coating: -
Size(s): S-XL
Packaging unit: 1.000 pieces
Certification: -
NITRAS VINYL P, vinyl disposable gloves, transparent (colour code: 1400), non-sterile, rolled edge, powdered, manufactured a 
ccording to EN 455, for food contact, ambidextrous (left and right hand), medical gloves, AQL 1,5, 10 boxes,100 pieces each

8200 // IDEAL CARE
Material: Latex, natural colour
Coating: -
Size(s): XS-XL
Packaging unit: 1.000 pieces
Certification: -
NITRAS IDEAL CARE, latex disposable gloves, natural colour (colour code: 1600), non-sterile, rolled edge, powder-free, 
manufactured according to EN 455, for food contact, ambidextrous (left and right hand), medical gloves, micro-roughened 
surface, colour code system for sizes, AQL 1,5, 10 boxes,100 pieces each

8201 // IDEAL CARE
Material: Latex, natural calour
Coating: -
Size(s): S-XL
Packaging unit: 1.000 pieces
Certification: -
NITRAS IDEAL CARE, latex disposable gloves, natural colour (colour code: 1600), non-sterile, rolled edge, powdered, 
manufactured according to EN 455, for food contact, ambidextrous (left and right hand), medical gloves, micro-roughened 
surface, colour code system for sizes, AQL 1,5, 10 boxes,100 pieces each
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LATEX DISPOSABLE GLOVES
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8210 // SUPREME LATEX
Material: Latex, natural colour
Coating: -
Size(s): XS-XL
Packaging unit: 1.000 pieces
Certification: -
NITRAS SUPREME LATEX, latex disposable gloves, natural colour (colour code: 1600), non-sterile, rolled edge, powder-free, 
manufactured according to EN 455, for food contact, ambidextrous (left and right hand), medical gloves, double chlorinated, 
micro-roughened surface, colour code system for sizes, AQL 1,5, 10 boxes,100 pieces each

8220 // BLACK SCORPION
Material: Latex, Black
Coating: -
Size(s): XS-XL
Packaging unit: 1.000 pieces
Certification: EN ISO 374
NITRAS BLACK SCORPION, latex disposable gloves, black (colour code: 1000), non-sterile, rolled edge, powder-free, manufactured
according to EN 455, for food contact, ambidextrous (left and right hand), medical gloves, extra grippy, micro-roughened surface,
colour code system for sizes, AQL 1,5, 10 boxes,100 pieces each

8215 // POLYMER SOFT
Material: Latex, white
Coating: -
Size(s): XS-XL
Packaging unit: 1.000 pieces
Certification: -
NITRAS POLYMER SOFT, latex disposable gloves, white (colour code: 1100), non-sterile, rolled edge, powder-free, manufactured 
according to EN 455, ambidextrous (left and right hand), medical gloves, extra grippy, polymer coating, micro-roughened 
surface, colour code system for sizes, AQL 1,5, 10 boxes,100 pieces each

ISO 374-1:2016/Type C ISO 374-5:2016
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DISPOSABLE GLOVES
LATEX DISPOSABLE GLOVES

MANUFACTURED
ACCORDING TO
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8230 // SUPREME GRIP
Material: Latex, natural colour
Coating: -
Size(s): XS-XL
Packaging unit: 1.000 pieces
Certification: -
NITRAS SUPREME GRIP, latex disposable gloves, natural colour (colour code: 1600), non-sterile, rolled edge, powder-free, 
manufactured according to EN 455, for food contact, ambidextrous (left and right hand), medical gloves, chlorinated, extra 
grippy,  micro-roughened surface, colour code system for sizes, AQL 1,5, 10 boxes,100 pieces each

HIGH QUALITY MATERIAL
PARTICULARLY RESISTANT

MICRO-ROUGHENED FINGERTIPS
FOR AN IMPROVED HOLD

SUITABLE FOR FOOD CONTACT
TESTED AND APPROVED
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NITRILE DISPOSABLE GLOVES

MANUFACTURED
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8300 // SUPREME NITRILE
Material: Nitrile, blue
Coating: -
Size(s): S-2XL
Packaging unit: 1.000 pieces
Certification: EN ISO 374
NITRAS SUPREME NITRILE, nitrile disposable gloves, blue (colour code: 2200), non-sterile, rolled edge, powder-free, manufactured
according to EN 455, for food contact, ambidextrous (left and right hand), medical gloves, micro-roughened surface, colour code
system for sizes, AQL 1,5, protection against micro-organisms, bacteria and viruses,10 boxes,100 pieces each

8304 // GLAMOUR WAVE
Material: Nitrile, light pink, pearly
Coating: -
Size(s): XS-L
Packaging unit: 1.000 pieces
Certification: EN ISO 374
NITRAS GLAMOUR NITRILE, nitrile disposable gloves, light pink (colour code: 6300), pearly, non-sterile, rolled edge, powder-free, 
manufactured according to EN 455, ambidextrous (left and right hand), medical gloves, micro-roughened fingertips, colour code
system for sizes, AQL 1,5,10 boxes,100 pieces each

ISO 374-1:2016/Type C ISO 374-5:2016

VIRUS

ISO 374-1:2016/Type C ISO 374-5:2016

MICRO-ROUGHENED FINGERTIPS
FOR AN IMPROVED HOLD

ROBUST NITRILE MATERIAL 
PARTICULARLY RESISTANT

AMBIDEXTROUS
NO MATTER IF LEFT OR RIGHT
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DISPOSABLE GLOVES
NITRILE DISPOSABLE GLOVES

LENGTH 300 MM
MANUFACTURED

ACCORDING TO

EN 455 PO
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8305 // PROTECT 300
Material: Nitrile, purple
Coating: -
Size(s): S-XL
Packaging unit: 1.000 pieces
Certification: EN ISO 374
NITRAS PROTECT 300, nitrile disposable gloves, purple (colour code: 6200), non-sterile, rolled edge, powder-free, manufactured 
according to EN 455, for food contact, ambidextrous (left and right hand), medical gloves, micro-roughened fingertips, length 
approx. 300 mm, AQL 1,5, protection against micro-organisms, bacteria and viruses, 10 boxes,100 pieces each

ISO 374-1:2016/Type C ISO 374-5:2016
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8310 // WHITE WAVE
Material: Nitrile, white
Coating: -
Size(s): XS-XL
Packaging unit: 1.000 pieces
Certification: EN ISO 374
NITRAS WHITE WAVE, nitrile disposable gloves, white (colour code: 1100), non-sterile, rolled edge, powder-free, manufactured 
according to EN 455, for food contact, ambidextrous (left and right hand), medical gloves, micro-roughened fingertips, colour 
code system for sizes, AQL 1,5, protection against micro-organisms, bacteria and viruses, 10 boxes, 100 pieces each

2008310 // BIG WHITE WAVE
Material: Nitrile, white
Coating: -
Size(s): S-XL
Packaging unit: 2.000 pieces
Certification: EN ISO 374
NITRAS BIG WHITE WAVE, nitrile disposable gloves, white (colour code: 1100), non-sterile, rolled edge, powder-free, manufactured 
according to EN 455, for food contact, ambidextrous (left and right hand), medical gloves, micro-roughened fingertips, colour 
code system for sizes, AQL 1,5, protection against micro-organisms, bacteria and viruses, 10 boxes, 200 pieces each

ISO 374-1:2016/Type B ISO 374-5:2016

JKT VIRUS

ISO 374-1:2016/Type B ISO 374-5:2016

JKT VIRUS
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8311 // BLUE WAVE
Material: Nitrile, blue
Coating: -
Size(s): S-2XL
Packaging unit: 1.000 pieces
Certification: EN ISO 374
NITRAS BLUE WAVE, nitrile disposable gloves, blue (colour code: 2200), non-sterile, rolled edge, powder-free, manufactured 
according to EN 455, for food contact, ambidextrous (left and right hand), medical gloves, micro-roughened fingertips, colour 
code system for sizes, AQL 1,5, protection against micro-organisms, bacteria and viruses, 10 boxes,100 pieces each

2008311 // BIG BLUE WAVE
Material: Nitrile, blue
Coating: -
Size(s): S-XL
Packaging unit: 2.000 pieces
Certification: EN ISO 374
NITRAS BIG BLUE WAVE, nitrile disposable gloves, blue (colour code: 2200), non-sterile, rolled edge, powder-free, manufactured 
according to EN 455, for food contact, ambidextrous (left and right hand), medical gloves, micro-roughened fingertips, colour 
code system for sizes, AQL 1,5, protection against micro-organisms, bacteria and viruses, 10 boxes,200 pieces each

ISO 374-1:2016/Type B ISO 374-5:2016

JKT VIRUS

ISO 374-1:2016/Type B ISO 374-5:2016

JKT VIRUS
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8320 // BLACK WAVE
Material: Nitrile, black
Coating: -
Size(s): XS-XL
Packaging unit: 1.000 pieces
Certification: EN ISO 374
NITRAS BLACK WAVE, nitrile disposable gloves, black (colour code: 1000), non-sterile, rolled edge, powder-free, manufactured 
according to EN 455, for food contact, ambidextrous (left and right hand), medical gloves, micro-roughened fingertips, colour 
code system for sizes, AQL 1,5, protection against micro-organisms, bacteria and viruses, 10 boxes,100 pieces each

ISO 374-1:2016/Type B ISO 374-5:2016

JKT VIRUS
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8322 // PURPLE WAVE
Material: Nitrile, purple
Coating: -
Size(s): XS-XL
Packaging unit: 1.000 pieces
Certification: EN ISO 374
NITRAS PURPLE WAVE, nitrile disposable gloves, purple (colour code: 6200), non-sterile, rolled edge, powder-free, manufactured 
according to EN 455, for food contact, ambidextrous (left and right hand), medical gloves, micro-roughened fingertips, colour 
code system for sizes, AQL 1,5, protection against micro-organisms, bacteria and viruses, 10 boxes,100 pieces each

2008320 // BIG BLACK WAVE
Material: Nitrile, black
Coating: -
Size(s): S-XL
Packaging unit: 2.000 pieces
Certification: EN ISO 374
NITRAS BIG BLACK WAVE, nitrile disposable gloves, black (colour code: 1000), non-sterile, rolled edge, powder-free, manufactured 
according to EN 455, for food contact, ambidextrous (left and right hand), medical gloves, micro-roughened fingertips, colour 
code system for sizes, AQL 1,5, protection against micro-organisms, bacteria and viruses, 10 boxes,200 pieces each

ISO 374-1:2016/Type B ISO 374-5:2016

JKT VIRUS

ISO 374-1:2016/Type B ISO 374-5:2016
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8321 // PINK WAVE
Material: Nitrile, light pink
Coating: -
Size(s): XS-L
Packaging unit: 1.000 pieces
Certification: EN ISO 374
NITRAS PINK WAVE, nitrile disposable gloves, light pink (colour code: 6300), non-sterile, rolled edge, powder-free, manufactured 
according to EN 455, ambidextrous (left and right hand), medical gloves, micro-roughened fingertips, colour code system for 
sizes, AQL 1,5, protection against micro-organisms, bacteria and viruses, 10 boxes,100 pieces each

ISO 374-1:2016/Type B ISO 374-5:2016

JKT VIRUS
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8324 // INDIGO WAVE
Material: Nitrile, dark blue
Coating: -
Size(s): XS-XL
Packaging unit: 1.000 pieces
Certification: EN ISO 374
NITRAS INDIGO WAVE, nitrile disposable gloves, dark blue (colour code: 2400), non-sterile, rolled edge, powder-free, manufactured 
according to EN 455, ambidextrous (left and right hand), medical gloves, micro-roughened fingertips, colour code system for 
sizes, AQL 1,5, protection against micro-organisms, bacteria and viruses, 10 boxes,100 pieces each

ISO 374-1:2016/Type B ISO 374-5:2016

JKT VIRUS
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8325 // MINT WAVE
Material: Nitrile, green
Coating: -
Size(s): XS-XL
Packaging unit: 1.000 pieces
Certification: EN ISO 374
NITRAS MINT WAVE, nitrile disposable gloves, green (colour code: 3000), non-sterile, rolled edge, powder-free, manufactured 
according to EN 455, for food contact, ambidextrous (left and right hand), medical gloves, micro-roughened fingertips, colour 
code system for sizes, AQL 1,5, protection against micro-organisms, bacteria and viruses, 10 boxes,100 pieces each

8326 // RED WAVE
Material: Nitrile, red
Coating: -
Size(s): XS-XL
Packaging unit: 1.000 pieces
Certification: EN ISO 374
NITRAS RED WAVE, nitrile disposable gloves, red (colour code: 6000), non-sterile, rolled edge, powder-free, manufactured 
according to EN 455, for food contact, ambidextrous (left and right hand), medical gloves, micro-roughened fingertips, colour 
code system for sizes, AQL 1,5, protection against micro-organisms, bacteria and viruses, 10 boxes,100 pieces each

ISO 374-1:2016/Type B ISO 374-5:2016

JKT VIRUS

ISO 374-1:2016/Type B ISO 374-5:2016

JKT VIRUS
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8327 // CANDY WAVE
Material: Nitrile, pink
Coating: -
Size(s): XS-L
Packaging unit: 1.000 pieces
Certification: EN ISO 374
NITRAS CANDY WAVE, nitrile disposable gloves, pink (colour code: 6400), non-sterile, rolled edge, powder-free, manufactured 
according to EN 455, ambidextrous (left and right hand), medical gloves, micro-roughened fingertips, colour code system for 
sizes, AQL 1,5, protection against micro-organisms, bacteria and viruses, 10 boxes,100 pieces each

ISO 374-1:2016/Type B ISO 374-5:2016

JKT VIRUS
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8328 // VIOLET WAVE
Material: Nitrile, purple
Coating: -
Size(s): XS-XL
Packaging unit: 1.000 pieces
Certification: EN ISO 374
NITRAS VIOLET WAVE, nitrile disposable gloves, purple (colour code: 6200), non-sterile, rolled edge, powder-free, manufactured 
according to EN 455, for food contact, ambidextrous (left and right hand), medical gloves, micro-roughened fingertips, colour 
code system for sizes, AQL 1,5, protection against micro-organisms, bacteria and viruses, 10 boxes,100 pieces each

ISO 374-1:2016/Type B ISO 374-5:2016

JKT VIRUS

PROTECTION AGAINST VIRUSES
TESTED AND APPROVED

AMBIDEXTROUS
NO MATTER IF LEFT OR RIGHT

VERY NON-SLIP 
PERFECT GRIP
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831100 // BLUE WAVE EU
Material: Nitrile, blue
Coating: -
Size(s): S-XL
Packaging unit: 1.000 pieces
Certification: EN ISO 374
NITRAS BLUE WAVE EU, nitrile disposable gloves, blue (colour code: 2200), non-sterile, rolled edge, powder-free, manufactured 
according to EN 455, for food contact, ambidextrous (left and right hand), medical gloves, micro-roughened fingertips, colour code 
system for sizes, AQL 1,5, protection against micro-organisms, bacteria and viruses, 10 boxes,100 pieces each, manufacturing in 
the EU, production on customer request and in compliance with the minimum purchase quantity

ISO 374-1:2016/Type B ISO 374-5:2016

KTP VIRUS
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832000 // BLACK WAVE EU
Material: Nitrile, black
Coating: -
Size(s): S-XL
Packaging unit: 1.000 pieces
Certification: EN ISO 374
NITRAS BLACK WAVE EU, nitrile disposable gloves, black (colour code: 1000), non-sterile, rolled edge, powder-free, manufactured 
according to EN 455, for food contact, ambidextrous (left and right hand), medical gloves, micro-roughened fingertips, colour code 
system for sizes, AQL 1,5, protection against micro-organisms, bacteria and viruses, 10 boxes,100 pieces each, manufacturing in 
the EU, production on customer request and in compliance with the minimum purchase quantity

ISO 374-1:2016/Type B ISO 374-5:2016

KTP VIRUS

NE
W

NE
W

SUITABLE FOR FOOD CONTACT
TESTED AND APPROVED

PROTECTION AGAINST VIRUSES
AND MICRO-ORGANISMS AND BACTERIA

MICRO-ROUGHENED FINGERTIPS
FOR AN IMPROVED HOLD



DISPOSABLE GLOVES  „MADE IN EU“ - 
THE WAVE EU SERIES FROM NITRAS
Our goal is to protect people‘s health as well as the environment and to make life easier. Therefore, we have decided to go new ways and offer you from now on nitrile 
disposable gloves „MADE IN EU“. In addition to shorter delivery times and short-term availability, you will continue to benefit from the well-known NITRAS quality: With 
chemical protection according to EN ISO 374 (including protection against viruses), a wide range of applications (medicine, care, tattoo, beauty, industry, food processing) and 
a robust yet resistant nitrile.

Let us advise you comprehensively and discover the possibilities of our disposable gloves „MADE IN EU“. On request, you can receive our nitrile disposable gloves in a modern 
and appealing NITRAS design or use our experience for private labels for your brand as well as corporate imaget. 

Contact us now for your enquiry about our disposable gloves „MADE IN EU“. We look forward to hearing from you at info@nitras-medical.com or call us on +49 2272 401 111!

53+49 2272 401 111 info@nitras-medical.com

DISPOSABLE GLOVES
NITRILE DISPOSABLE GLOVES

MADE IN EU
NITRAS QUALITY DIRECTLY ON SITE

AMBIDEXTROUS
NO MATTER IF LEFT OR RIGHT

VERY NON-SLIP 
PERFECT GRIP
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DISPOSABLE GLOVES
PE DISPOSABLE GLOVES

GETESTET NACH

EN 1186

GETESTET NACH

EN 1186

4281
Material: Polyethylene, transparent
Coating: -
Size(s): XL
Packaging unit: 10.000 pieces
Certification: -
NITRAS PE disposable gloves, polyethylene, transparent (colour code: 1400), men‘s size, non-sterile, embossed, tested according 
to EN 1186, packed in boxes, 100 boxes,100 pieces each

4286
Material: Polyethylene, transparent
Coating: -
Size(s): M
Packaging unit: 10.000 pieces
Certification: -
NITRAS PE disposable gloves, polyethylene, transparent (colour code: 1400), women‘s size, non-sterile, embossed, tested 
according to EN 1186, packed in boxes, 100 boxes,100 pieces each
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55 Introduction
DESINFECTION / CLEANING

Desinfection and detergents are an important part of meeting and maintaining the highest 
standards of hygiene. Our range consists of reliable and effective agents that ensure hygiene and 
protection in the workplace: skin and hand desinfection, spray and wipe desinfection, instrument 
desinfection, desinfection wipes as well as soaps and washing creams. With desinfection and 
cleaning agents from NITRAS, you are able to ensure hygiene standards in practices, studios and 
clinics, among others.

56 Skin- / hand desinfection

58 Spray- / wipe desinfection

61 Instrument desinfektion

64 Desinfection wipes

66 Soaps / washing creams

55+49 2272 401 111 info@nitras-medical.com

DESINFECTION / CLEANING
OVERVIEW
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DESINFECTION / CLEANING
SKIN / HAND DESINFECTION

55250 // PROTECTASEPT SKIN
Type: Skin / hand desinfection, ready-to-use
Content: 250 ml
Packaging unit: 12 pieces
NITRAS PROTECTASEPT SKIN, ready-to-use, alcoholic, lipid-regulating and perfume-free disinfectant for hygienic and surgical 
hand disinfection, content 250 ml (spraying bottle), tested according to the latest requirements, can be used in all areas with 
increased risk, comprehensive spectrum of action against enveloped and non-enveloped viruses within a very short time, 
against bacteria incl. tuberculosis, fungi and all enveloped viruses such as HIV, HBV, HCV, influenza A, B, C viruses, herpes 
simplex viruses, etc., without addition of odourants or dyes, VAH-listed, IHO-listed, approved as a biocide, not a medical 
product, distribution in accordance with the Biocidal Products Ordinance only in Germany.*

55500 // PROTECTASEPT SKIN
Type: Skin / hand desinfection, ready-to-use
Content: 500 ml
Packaging unit: 18 pieces
NITRAS PROTECTASEPT SKIN, ready-to-use, alcoholic, lipid-regulating and perfume-free disinfectant for hygienic and surgical 
hand disinfection, content 500 ml (euro bottle), tested according to the latest requirements, can be used in all areas with 
increased risk, comprehensive spectrum of action against enveloped and non-enveloped viruses within a very short time, 
against bacteria incl. tuberculosis, fungi and all enveloped viruses such as HIV, HBV, HCV, influenza A, B, C viruses, herpes 
simplex viruses, etc., without addition of odourants or dyes, VAH-listed, IHO-listed, approved as a biocide, not a medical 
product, distribution in accordance with the Biocidal Products Ordinance only in Germany.*

*Use biocidal products with care. Always read the label and product information before use.

NEW COMPOSITION

NEW COMPOSITION
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DESINFECTION / CLEANING
SKIN / HAND DESINFECTION

55001 // PROTECTASEPT SKIN
Type: Skin / hand desinfection, ready-to-use
Content: 1.000 ml
Packaging unit: 10 pieces
NITRAS PROTECTASEPT SKIN, ready-to-use, alcoholic, lipid-regulating and perfume-free disinfectant for hygienic and surgical 
hand disinfection, content 1.000 ml (euro bottle), tested according to the latest requirements, can be used in all areas with 
increased risk, comprehensive spectrum of action against enveloped and non-enveloped viruses within a very short time, 
against bacteria incl. tuberculosis, fungi and all enveloped viruses such as HIV, HBV, HCV, influenza A, B, C viruses, herpes 
simplex viruses, etc., without addition of odourants or dyes, VAH-listed, IHO-listed, approved as a biocide, not a medical 
product, distribution in accordance with the Biocidal Products Ordinance only in Germany.*

55005 // PROTECTASEPT SKIN
Type: Skin / hand desinfection, ready-to-use
Content: 5.000 ml
Packaging unit: 1 piece
NITRAS PROTECTASEPT SKIN, ready-to-use, alcoholic, lipid-regulating and perfume-free disinfectant for hygienic and surgical 
hand disinfection, content 5.000 ml (canister), tested according to the latest requirements, can be used in all areas with 
increased risk, comprehensive spectrum of action against enveloped and non-enveloped viruses within a very short time, 
against bacteria incl. tuberculosis, fungi and all enveloped viruses such as HIV, HBV, HCV, influenza A, B, C viruses, herpes 
simplex viruses, etc., without addition of odourants or dyes, VAH-listed, IHO-listed, approved as a biocide, not a medical 
product, distribution in accordance with the Biocidal Products Ordinance only in Germany.*

*Use biocidal products with care. Always read the label and product information before use.

NEW COMPOSITION

NEW COMPOSITION

HYGIENIC AND EFFECTIVE
AGAINST BACTERIA, FUNGI AND VIRUSES

IMMEDIATELY USABLE
READY-TO-USE DESINFECTION

VERSATILE IN USE
FOR EXISTING DISPENSER SYSTEMS
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DESINFECTION / CLEANING
SPRAY / WIPE DESINFECTION

52001 // PROTECTASEPT SF
Type: Spray / wipe desinfection, neutral
Content: 1.000 ml
Packaging unit: 20 pieces
NITRAS PROTECTASEPT SF, spray / wipe desinfection, ready-to-use and fast acting desinfection, for medical use to desinfect 
alcohol-resistant surfaces, scent: neutral, free from aldehyde and phenol, VAH-listed, IHO-listed, comprehensive spectrum 
of action within a very short time, tested according to the latest requirements, content 1.000 ml (spraying bottle including 
spraying head), licensed as medical product class IIa, distribution in accordance with the Biocidal Products Ordinance only in 
Germany.*

52005 // PROTECTASEPT SF
Type: Spray / wipe desinfection, neutral
Content: 5.000 ml
Packaging unit: 1 pieces
NITRAS PROTECTASEPT SF, spray / wipe desinfection, ready-to-use and fast acting desinfection, for medical use to desinfect 
alcohol-resistant surfaces, scent: neutral, free from aldehyde and phenol, VAH-listed, IHO-listed, comprehensive spectrum of 
action within a very short time, tested according to the latest requirements, content 5.000 ml (canister), licensed as medical 
product class IIa, distribution in accordance with the Biocidal Products Ordinance only in Germany.*

*Use biocidal products with care. Always read the label and product information before use.
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DESINFECTION / CLEANING
SPRAY / WIPE DESINFECTION

52771 // PROTECTASEPT SF
Type: Spray / wipe desinfection, flower
Content: 1.000 ml
Packaging unit: 20 pieces
NITRAS PROTECTASEPT SF, spray / wipe desinfection, ready-to-use and fast acting desinfection, for medical use to desinfect 
alcohol-resistant surfaces, scent: flower, free from aldehyde and phenol, VAH-listed, IHO-listed, comprehensive spectrum 
of action within a very short time, tested according to the latest requirements, content 1.000 ml (spraying bottle including 
spraying head), licensed as medical product class IIa, distribution in accordance with the Biocidal Products Ordinance only in 
Germany.*

52775 // PROTECTASEPT SF
Type: Spray / wipe desinfection, flower
Content: 5.000 ml
Packaging unit: 1 pieces
NITRAS PROTECTASEPT SF, spray / wipe desinfection, ready-to-use and fast acting desinfection, for medical use to desinfect 
alcohol-resistant surfaces, scent: flower, free from aldehyde and phenol, VAH-listed, IHO-listed, comprehensive spectrum of 
action within a very short time, tested according to the latest requirements, content 5.000 ml (canister), licensed as medical 
product class IIa, distribution in accordance with the Biocidal Products Ordinance only in Germany.*

527250 // PROTECTASEPT SF
Type: Spray / wipe desinfection, flower
Content: 250 ml
Packaging unit: 80 pieces
NITRAS PROTECTASEPT SF, spray / wipe desinfection, ready-to-use and fast acting desinfection, for medical use to desinfect 
alcohol-resistant surfaces, scent: flower, free from aldehyde and phenol, VAH-listed, IHO-listed, comprehensive spectrum of 
action within a very short time, tested according to the latest requirements, content 250 ml (spraying bottle including spraying 
head, licensed as medical product class IIa, distribution in accordance with the Biocidal Products Ordinance only in Germany.*

*Use biocidal products with care. Always read the label and product information before use.
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DESINFECTION / CLEANING
SPRAY / WIPE DESINFECTION

NEUTRAL+ION®  TECHNOLOGY
 WATER-BASED ACTIVE SUBSTANCE 

BIODEGRADABLE 
 FREE OF ALCOHOL, ALDEHYDE & PHENOL 

NO DANGEROUS GOODS
NO CLASSIFICATION REQUIRED

*Use biocidal products with care. Always read the label and product information before use.

 

52995 // PROTECTASEPT FX PLUS
Type: Spray / wipe desinfection, neutral
Content: 5.000 ml
Packaging unit: 1 pieces
NITRAS PROTECTASEPT FX PLUS, spray / wipe desinfection, ready-to-use and fast acting surface desinfection, with water-based 
active substance NEUTRAL+ION®, scent: neutral, content 5.000 ml (canister), dermatest „excellent“, virucide, biodegradable,  
comprehensive spectrum of action within a very short time, tested according to the latest requirements, free from alcohol, 
free from aldehyde and phenol, VAH-tested, no dangerous goods, no hazardous materials, does not require classification, not 
flammable, matching to article 05500 in our product range (Air Pump spray bottle, capacity 500 ml, polybag inside, white spray 
head, including five stickers)
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DESINFECTION / CLEANING
INSTRUMENT DESINFECTION

*Use biocidal products with care. Always read the label and product information before use.

MILD PH-VALUE
REDUCES THE WEAR OF CUTTING EDGES

HIGH CLEANING PERFORMANCE 
COMPREHENSIVE SPECTRUM OF ACTION

VAH- AND IHO-LISTED
TESTED AND LISTED

53202 // PROTECTASEPT IN
Type: Drill bath, ready-to-use
Content: 2.000 ml
Packaging unit: 14 pieces
NITRAS PROTECTASEPT IN, drill bath for cleaning and disinfection of dental drills and rotary dental instruments, ready-to-
use desinfection, content 2.000 ml (bottle), mild pH-value reduces the wear of cutting edges, corrosion protection, excellent 
compatibility with materials, very good cleaning performance, biodegradable, free from aldehyde, VAH-listed, IHO-listed 
broad spectrum efficacy, certified to latest directives, licensed as medical product class IIa, distribution in accordance with the 
Biocidal Products Ordinance only in Germany.*
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DESINFECTION / CLEANING
INSTRUMENT DESINFECTION

54301 // PROTECTASEPT IN
Type: Instrument desinfection, concentrate
Content: 1.000 ml
Packaging unit: 26 pieces
NITRAS PROTECTASEPT IN, instrument desinfection, concentrate, for cleaning and disinfection of rotary and surgical 
instruments, content 1.000 ml (dosage bottle), tested according to the latest requirements,, corrosion protection, excellent 
compatibility with materials, suitable for ultrasonic baths, very good cleaning performance, free from aldehyde, VAH-listed, 
comprehensive spectrum of action, biodegradable, licensed as medical product class IIa, distribution in accordance with the 
Biocidal Products Ordinance only in Germany.*

54305 // PROTECTASEPT IN
Type: Instrument desinfection, concentrate
Content: 5.000 ml
Packaging unit: 1 pieces
NITRAS PROTECTASEPT IN, instrument desinfection, concentrate, for cleaning and disinfection of rotary and surgical 
instruments, content 5.000 ml (canister), tested according to the latest requirements,, corrosion protection, excellent 
compatibility with materials, suitable for ultrasonic baths, very good cleaning performance, free from aldehyde, VAH-listed, 
comprehensive spectrum of action, biodegradable, licensed as medical product class IIa, distribution in accordance with the 
Biocidal Products Ordinance only in Germany.*

*Use biocidal products with care. Always read the label and product information before use.

WE DO NOT JUST DESINFECT INSTRUMENTS,  
WE ALSO SHARPEN THEM WITH YOU

An appealing and impressive online and offline marketing is considered a fundamental tool in sales.
It is more important than ever for you to be seen in the broad mass of suppliers and competitors in your industry.

Together with you, we sharpen this instrument and stand by your side as a competent partner even after the sale. 
Use the know-how as well as the expertise of our marketing and product management team for your purposes and 

contact us with questions about sector-specific flyers, cooperative social media activities or other marketing measures.

Contact us now via info@nitras-medical.com or call us on +49 2272 401 111 - we look forward to hearing from you!
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NITRAS
SOCIAL MEDIA

TAKE A SHORT BREAK FROM TURNING PAGES AND DISCOVER OUR 
SOCIAL MEDIA-CHANNELS. NEVER MISS ANY NEWS AGAIN!
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DESINFECTION / CLEANING
DESINFECTION WIPES

58048 // PROTECTASEPT DUO WIPES
Type: Desinfection wipes, ready-to-use
Content: 48 pieces
Packaging unit: 1.248 pieces
NITRAS PROTECTASEPT DUO WIPES, desinfection wipes, ready-to-use wipes for hand and surface desinfection, scent: neutral, 
made of cellulose fibre, size of fabric approx. 14 x 21 cm, fabric biodegradabke, efficiency tested according to EN 16615, 
reclosable flowpack with 48 pieces, 26 flowpacks per outer carton, distribution in accordance with the Biocidal Products 
Ordinance only in Germany.*

58090 // PROTECTASEPT BIG SOFT
Type: Desinfection wipes, ready-to-use
Content: 90 pieces
Packaging unit: 180 pieces
NITRAS PROTECTASEPT SOFT, desinfection wipes, ready-to-use desinfection wipes to disinfect alcohol-resistant surfaces, soft 
fabric, soaked with wipe desinfection, scent: flower, IHO-listed, size of fabric approx. 30 x 28 cm, folded to roll height approx. 
16 cm, bag containing 90 wipes of polyester / cellulose mixed material, bag not recloseable, efficiency tested according to 
EN 16615, two rolls with 90 wipes each outer carton, distribution in accordance with the Biocidal Products Ordinance only in 
Germany.*

*Use biocidal products with care. Always read the label and product information before use.
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DESINFECTION / CLEANING
DESINFECTION WIPES

58100 // PROTECTASEPT
Type: Desinfection wipes, ready-to-use
Content: 100 pieces
Packaging unit: 1.200 pieces
NITRAS PROTECTASEPT, desinfection wipes, ready-to-use desinfection wipes to disinfect alcohol-resistant surfaces, soft fabric, 
soaked with wipe desinfection, scent: lemon, IHO-listed, size of fabric approx. 12 x 20 cm, dispenser box with 100 wipes made 
of polypropylene / viscose, dispenser box reclosable, efficiency tested according to EN 16615, twelve boxes with 100 wipes each 
outer carton, distribution in accordance with the Biocidal Products Ordinance only in Germany.*

58112 // PROTECTASEPT
Type: Desinfection wipes, ready-to-use
Content: 100 pieces
Packaging unit: 1.200 pieces
NITRAS PROTECTASEPT, desinfection wipes, ready-to-use desinfection wipes to disinfect alcohol-resistant surfaces, soft fabric, 
soaked with wipe desinfection, scent: lemon, IHO-listed, size of fabric approx. 12 x 20 cm, refill bag with 100 wipes made of 
polypropylene / viscose, refill bag not reclosable, efficiency tested according to EN 16615, twelve bags with 100 wipes each 
outer carton, distribution in accordance with the Biocidal Products Ordinance only in Germany.*

 DIFFERENT CONTAINERS 
PRACTICAL DISPENSER BOX OR REFILL-BAG

READY-TO-USE WIPES 
 IMMEDIATELY APPLICABLE

 VERY PLEASANT SMELL 
WITH FRESH LEMON-SCENT

*Use biocidal products with care. Always read the label and product information before use.
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DESINFECTION / CLEANING
SOAPS / WASHING CREAMS

5950
Type: Washing cream, transparent
Content: 950 ml
Packaging unit: 12 pieces
NITRAS washing cream, transparent, clear, odorless, well cleaning and nurturing wash cream, without perfume and dyestuffs, 
slightly preserved, pH skin neutral, dermatologically tested, content 950 ml (euro bottle)

50010
Type: Cream soap, white
Content: 10.000 ml
Packaging unit: 1 pieces
NITRAS cream soap, white, opaque, odorless, well cleaning and liquid soap with pearlescent effect, without perfume and 
dyestuffs, contains lipid replenishing ingredients, slightly preserved, pH skin neutral, dermatologically tested, content 10.000 
ml (canister)
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67 Introduction
WORKPLACE EQUIPMENT / ACCESSORIES

Numerous aids for workplace equipment and as accessories are indispensable and simplify 
everyday work enormously. NITRAS has a wide range of complementary products that offer you 
practical support, high quality, attractive design and well thought-out solutions. In addition to 
paper articles, dispensers and sterilisation packaging, we also have a variety of accessories in 
different colours to match existing colour concepts. Because with NITRAS you are always perfectly 
equipped.

68 Paper items

70 Medical couch covers

72 Sterilisation packaging

74 Others
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WORKPLACE EQUIPMENT / ACCESSORIES
OVERVIEW
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WORKPLACE EQUIPMENT / ACCESSORIES
PAPER ITEMS

DIFFERENT FOLDING TYPES
FOR MATCHING DISPENSER SYSTEMS

HIGH QUALITY WIPES
DIFFERENT LAYERS AND SIZES

AVAILABILITY IN SHORT TERM
FOR ALL INDUSTRIES AND SECTORS

715000
Material: Paper, natural colour
Others: Folding type V-fold
Packaging unit: 5.000 pieces
Folded paper towels, paper, natural colour, V-fold, 1- ply, size of towel approx. 24,5 x 23 cm, 20 bundles, 250 pieces each

72332W
Material: Cellulose, white
Others: Folding type C-fold
Packaging unit: 2.880 pieces
Folded paper towels, cellulose, white, C-fold, 2- ply, size of towel approx. 32 x 23 cm, 20 bundles, 144 pieces each
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WORKPLACE EQUIPMENT / ACCESSORIES
PAPER ITEMS

72324G
Material: Paper, green
Others: Folding type V-fold
Packaging unit: 5.000 pieces
Folded paper towels, paper, green, V-fold, 1- ply, size of towel approx. 24,5 x 23 cm, 20 bundles, 250 pieces each

72324W
Material: Cellulose, white
Others: Folding type V-fold
Packaging unit: 3.750 pieces
Folded paper towels, cellulose, white, V-fold, 2- ply, size of towel approx. 24 x 21 cm, 15 bundles, 250 pieces each

72120
Material: Cellulose, white
Others: -
Packaging unit: 4.000 pieces
Cosmetic tissues, cellulose, white, 2-ply, white, size of towel approx. 20 x 21 cm, 40 boxes, 100 pieces each
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WORKPLACE EQUIPMENT / ACCESSORIES
MEDICAL COUCH COVERS

76050
Material: Paper / Polyethylene, black
Others: -
Packaging unit: 6 pieces
Medical couch cover, paper / polyethylene, black, 3-ply: 2-ply paper / 1-ply polyethylene, black, perforated, size of sheet approx. 
60 x 50 cm, length of roll 40 m

703950
Material: Cellulose, white
Others: -
Packaging unit: 9 pieces
Medical couch cover, cellulose, white, 2-ply, perforated, width of sheet approx. 35 cm, length of sheet approx. 39,5 cm, length 
of roll 50 m

704950: Length of roll 50 m, width of sheet approx. 35,0 cm, length of sheet approx. 49,0 cm
705450: Length of roll 50 m, width of sheet approx. 35,0 cm, length of sheet approx. 54,0 cm
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WORKPLACE EQUIPMENT / ACCESSORIES
MEDICAL COUCH COVERS

75210
Material: Paper / Polyethylene, white
Others: -
Packaging unit: 100 pieces
Disposable protection sheet to protect stretchers, surgery couches or beds, paper / polyethylene, white, 2-ply: 1-ply paper / 
1-ply polyethylene, size of sheet approx. 80 x 210 cm, 48-fold thread-strengthened, water repellent, tear-resistant, 4 bags, 25 
pieces each

4225
Material: Chlorinated Polyethylene, blue
Others: -
Packaging unit: 100 pieces
NITRAS CPE mattress cover, chlorinated polyethylene, blue, with elastic band, strength approx. 20 μ, size of sheet approx. 210 x 
90 x 20 cm, 10 bags, 10 pieces each 

4226
Material: Chlorinated Polyethylene, black
Others: -
Packaging unit: 100 pieces
NITRAS CPE mattress cover, chlorinated polyethylene, black, with elastic band, strength approx. 20 μ, size of sheet approx. 210 x 
90 x 20 cm, 10 bags, 10 pieces each 
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WORKPLACE EQUIPMENT / ACCESSORIES
STERILISATION PACKAGING

213435
Material: Paper, white / red
Others: EN ISO 11140
Packaging unit: 80 pieces
Bowie-Dick-test for autoclaves, paper, white / red, equivalent to the test pack specified in EN 285, plasticised indicator sheet 
with colour change from pink to black, each pack is in a small and practical box which can be inserted directly into the autoclave, 
in accordance with the standards EN ISO 11140-1 type 2 and EN ISO 11140-4, 8 boxes, 10 pieces each 

210000
Material: Plastics / Paper, white / blue
Others: EN 867, EN ISO 11140
Packaging unit: 1 pieces
Helix-test for steam sterilisation, plastic, white / blue, paper, white, steam penetration test for hollow bodies for sterilisation 
process control, complies with technical standards EN 867-5 and EN ISO 11140-1 type 2, use in autoclave for 3.5 minutes at 134° 
C, set consisting of one test piece and 100 indicator strips per pack

NE
W
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MADE IN EUROPE
QUALITY DIRECTLY ON SITE

VERSATILE POSSIBILITIES 
DIFFERENT SIZES

HIGH QUALITY MATERIALS 
STRONG MEDICAL GRADE PAPER
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WORKPLACE EQUIPMENT / ACCESSORIES
STERILISATION PACKAGING

20050
Material: Polypropylene / Paper, blue
Others: Width of roll 50 mm
Packaging unit: 8 pieces
Sterilisation foil with steam and EO gas indicator, polypropylene / paper, blue, suitable for FO sterilisation, length of roll 200 m, 
width of roll 50 mm, packaging unit 8 pieces

20050 Width of roll 50 mm, packaging unit 8 pieces
20075 Width of roll 75 mm, packaging unit 8 pieces
20100 Width of roll 100 mm, packaging unit 4 pieces
20150 Width of roll 150 mm, packaging unit 4 pieces
20200 Width of roll 200 mm, packaging unit 2 pieces
20250 Width of roll 250 mm, packaging unit 2 pieces

214260
Material: Polypropylene / Paper, blue
Others: Size 140 x 260 cm
Packaging unit: 1.600 pieces 
Sterilisation bags with steam and EO gas indicator,  polypropylene / paper, blue, self-adhesive, size 140 x 260 cm, 8 boxes, 200 
pieces each

214260 Size 140 x 260 cm, packaging unit 1.600 pieces (8 boxes, 200 pieces each)
260100 Size 60 x 100 cm, packaging unit 4.200 pieces (21 boxes, 200 pieces each)
275250 Size 75 x 250 cm, packaging unit 2.400 pieces (12 boxes, 200 pieces each)
290250 Size 90 x 250 cm, packaging unit 2.400 pieces (12 boxes, 200 pieces each)
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WORKPLACE EQUIPMENT / ACCESSORIES
OTHERS

HIGH QUALITY BIRCH WOOD
 NATURAL AND NON-STERILE

SURFACES AND EDGES 
ROUNDED AND SPLINTER-FREE

VERSATILE IN USE
FOR APPLICATION OF CREAMES / PASTES

55000
Material: Birchwood, natural colour
Others: -
Packaging unit: 5.000 pieces
NITRAS wooden spatula, made of birchwood, natural colour, measurements 1.8 x 15 cm, non sterile, 50 bags, 100 pieces each
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WORKPLACE EQUIPMENT / ACCESSORIES
OTHERS

5645
Material: Cellulose, white
Others: -
Packaging unit: 12.000 pieces
Cellulose swabs, cellulose, white, bleached, 12-ply, pre-cut, measurements approx. 4 x 5 cm, 12 x 2 bags with 500 pieces 
each,

56070
Material: Viscose / polyethylenterephthalate, white
Others: -
Packaging unit: 2.000 pieces 
Alcohol swabs, viscose / polyethylenterephthalate, white, soaked with 70% isopropyl alcohol, individually wrapped, lint-free, 
antiseptic, measurements unfold approx. 6.5 x 3 cm, measurements folded approx. 3 x 3 cm, 20 boxes, 100 pieces each

71828
Material: Paper, white
Others: -
Packaging unit: 2.500 pieces
Tray filter paper, paper, white, to protect the instrument table, measurements 18 x 28 cm, 10 bags, 250 pieces each
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WORKPLACE EQUIPMENT / ACCESSORIES
OTHERS

58005
Material: Polyethylene, white / red
Others: -
Packaging unit: 1 pieces
Canister tap, polyethylene, white / red, for canister with a capacity of 5.000 ml and 10.000 ml

580510
Material: Polyethylene, white / black
Others: -
Packaging unit: 1 pieces
Canister pump, polyethylene, white/black, dosage approx. 30 ml per stroke, length approx. 24 cm, for canister with a capacity 
of 5.000 ml and 10.000 ml, including riser tube (without illustration)

58001
Material: Polyethylene, white
Others: -
Packaging unit: 1 pieces
Dosing pump, polyethylene, white, dosage approx. 4 ml per stroke, length approx. 15.2 cm, for euro bottles (with skin / 
hand desinfection) with a capacity of 500 ml and 1.000 ml, suitable for article 55500 // PROTECTASEPT SKIN and 55001 // 
PROTECTASEPT SKIN
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WORKPLACE EQUIPMENT / ACCESSORIES
OTHERS

561502
Material: Wooden stick, natural colour / cotton wool, white
Others: -
Packaging unit: 2.000 pieces
NITRAS cotton buds, wooden stick, natural colour / cotton wool, white, big head on one side, length of wooden stick approx. 15 
cm, diameter of cotton head approx. 1 cm, 40 bags, 50 pieces each

05500
Material: Polyethylene, white /  transparent
Others: -
Packaging unit: 1 pieces
Air-Pump bottle, polyethylene, white / transparent, with inner bag, white spray head, capacity 500 ml, including 5 stickers for 
entering the filling date, suitable for article 52995 // PROTECTASEPT FX PLUS

561501
Material: Wooden stick, natural colour / cotton wool, white
Others: -
Packaging unit: 10.000 pieces
NITRAS cotton buds, wooden stick, natural colour / cotton wool, white, small head on one side, length of wooden stick approx. 
15 cm, diameter of cotton head approx. 0.5 cm, 100 bags, 100 pieces each
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WORKPLACE EQUIPMENT / ACCESSORIES
OTHERS

4755 // BLACK BLADE
Material: Plastic / metal, black
Others: -
Packaging unit: 1.000 pieces
NITRAS BLACK BLADE, disposable razor, plastic / metal, black, single blade, shaving head with metal blade, comb, blade guard 
and protective cover, stainless, length approx. 9 cm, 10 boxes, 100 pieces each

475100 // NATURE BLADE
Material: Wheat straw-material mix / metal, natural colour
Others: -
Packaging unit: 1.000 pieces
NITRAS NATURE BLADE, disposable razor, wheat straw-material mix / metal, natural colour, twin blade, shaving head with metal 
blade, comb, blade guard and protective cover, stainless, length approx. 9 cm, 10 boxes, 100 pieces each

SUSTAINABLE MATERIAL 
 MADE FROM PRESSED WHEAT STRAW

TRANSPORT PROTECTION 
REMOVABLE PROTECTIVE COVER

VERSATILE IN USE
TWIN-BLADE MADE OF METAL

NE
W
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WORKPLACE EQUIPMENT / ACCESSORIES
OTHERS

51655
Material: Polyethylene, black
Others: EN ISO 23907
Packaging unit: 24 pieces
NITRAS sharps container, polyethylene, black, measurements 24.5 x 20 x 16.5 cm, capacity 5.000 ml, transparent lid with red 
opening, EN ISO 23907

51551
Material: Polyethylene, black
Others: EN ISO 23907
Packaging unit: 100 pieces
NITRAS sharps container, polyethylene, black, measurements 11 x 10 x 15.5 cm, capacity 1.000 ml, transparent lid, EN ISO 23907

51552
Material: Polyethylene, black
Others: EN ISO 23907
Packaging unit: 30 pieces
NITRAS sharps container, polyethylene, black, measurements 20 x 16 x 12 cm, capacity 2.000 ml, transparent lid with red 
opening, EN ISO 23907

NE
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SOFT SURFACE
HIGH QUALITY NON-WOVEN FABRIC

PRACTICAL OPENING
FOR WASHING AND CLEANING

HIGH QUALITY WORKMANSHIP
SOLID SEAMS
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WORKPLACE EQUIPMENT / ACCESSORIES
OTHERS

5700
Material: Non-woven fabric, white
Others: -
Packaging unit: 1.000 pieces
NITRAS disposable washing gloves, non-woven fabric, white, for cleaning patients in need of care, ultrasonic, extra soft, 
measurements approx. 21 x 13.5 cm, 20 bags, 50 pieces each

736640
Material: Tissue, white / polyethylene film, blue
Others: -
Packaging unit: 500 pieces
NITRAS disposable bibs with collection pocket, tissue white, polyethylene film, blue, measurements approx. 64 x 36 cm, 10 bags, 
50 pieces each

NE
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WORKPLACE EQUIPMENT / ACCESSORIES
OTHERS

570008 // CLEAN CARE
Material: Non-woven fabric, white
Others: -
Packaging unit: 192 pieces
NITRAS CLEAN CARE, wet washing gloves, Non-woven fabric, white, for cleaning patients in need of care, caring with aloe vera 
and camomile extract, microwaveable, measurements approx. 23 x 14 cm, 24 bags, 8 pieces each

MICROWAVEABLE 
FOR A PLEASANT WELL-BEING

SOFT AND GENTLE CARE 
WITH ALOE VERA AND CAMOMILE EXTRACT

FOR EVERY PART OF THE BODY
EIGHT WASHING GLOVES PER FLOWPACK

NE
W
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WORKPLACE EQUIPMENT / ACCESSORIES
OTHERS

772500
Material: Polypropylene, transparent
Others: -
Packaging unit: 50 pieces
NITRAS beak cups, polypropylene, transparent, sets of 3 pieces, 1 beaker filling 250 ml, 1 lid with opening approx. 12 x 10 mm, 1 
lid with opening approx. 4 x 4 mm, packaging unit 50 sets, packed loosely
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Article number / description Colour code Colour Others

772500 1400 Transparent Sets of 3 pieces

772501 2200 Blue Sets of 3 pieces

772502 3000 Green Sets of 3 pieces

772505 4300 Yellow Sets of 3 pieces

772507 6000 Red Sets of 3 pieces
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BRING COLOUR INTO YOUR PRODUCT RANGE - 
WITH YOUR OWN PRIVATE LABEL
Whether pink, light pink, purple, lavender, green, white, blue, red, orange or (please insert your desired colour here): You determine the key facts of your private label. Thanks 
to private labels, you have more freedom in your pricing policy. On the other hand, private labels are the perfect way to differentiate your product range from the competition. 
Private labels are also a convenient way to realise product innovations that set accents and sensibly expand your own assortment.

Benefit from the advantages of your own private label and use our complete all-round carefree package if you wish. Benefit from our experience and know-how in the field of 
medical and non-medical disposables and reusables, so that you can concentrate fully on your business and sales.
 
Contact us now for your enquiry via info@nitras-medical.com or call us on +49 2272 401 111 - we look forward to hearing from you!

83+49 2272 401 111 info@nitras-medical.com

NITRAS
PRIVATE LABEL
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WORKPLACE EQUIPMENT / ACCESSORIES
OTHERS

HIGH QUALITY FINISHING 
DURABLE ALUMINIUM CASING

PROTECTION OF FILLING 
OPTIONAL LOCKING PLATES

HYGIENIC OVERALL SOLUTION 
OPTIONAL DRIPPING TRAY

526095
Material: Stainless steal, silver
Others: Measurements approx. 26 x 39 x 12 cm 
Packaging unit: 1 piece
Glove holder, stainless steal, silver, for three glove boxes with size labeling, adjustable (width: 20 - 26 cm; depth: 4 - 9.5 cm), 
including 2 plastic screws M5, 2 knurled nuts, 4 knurled screws (in individual package), MADE IN GERMANY

56500
Material: Aluminium / plastic, silver / white
Others: -
Packaging unit: 1 piece
NITRAS desinfection dispenser with arm lever, aluminium / plastic, silver / white, including wall mounting material, removable 
pump, short arm lever, capacity 500 ml, measurements approx. 16 x 24,3 x 8,3 cm

56001 Long arm lever, capacity 1.000 ml, measurements approx. 21,5 x 24,5 x 8,2 cm
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WORKPLACE EQUIPMENT / ACCESSORIES
OTHERS

000500
Material: Aluminium / plastic, silver / white
Others: -
Packaging unit: 1 piece
NITRAS dripping tray, including tray holder, aluminium / plastic, silver / white, small version, to hang over the desinfection 
dispenser, suitable for article 56500, measurements approx. 32.5 x 15 x 3 cm

01500 Big version, suitable for article 56001, measurements approx. 37,5 x 14,5 x 2,9 cm

004500
Material: Aluminium, silver
Others: -
Packaging unit: 1 piece
NNITRAS closing plate, aluminium, silver, for desinfection dispenser with arm lever, with window and lock, two keys, small 
version, suitable for article 56500, measurements 19,5 x 9 x 7,5 cm

004001 Big version, suitable for article 56001, measurements approx. 16,5 x 7,5 x 7 cm

051500
Material: Plastic / aluminium, white
Others: -
Packaging unit: 1 pieces
NITRAS pump for desinfection dispenser with arm lever, plastic / aluminium, white, suitable for article 56500, delivery without 
rubber

010000 Pump for desinfection dispenser, suitable for article 56001
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WORKPLACE EQUIPMENT / ACCESSORIES
OTHERS

57090-B
Material: Polyethylene, white / blue
Others: -
Packaging unit: 1 piece
Dispenser bucket for wet non-woven disinfection wipes, polyethylene, white / blue, with carrying handle, transparent lid with 
blue dispensing opening, capacity approx. 3.400 ml, height approx. 15,4 cm
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Article number / description Colour code Colour Others

57090-B 2200 Blue One size

57090-G 3000 Green One size
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WORKPLACE EQUIPMENT / ACCESSORIES
OTHERS

THE RIGHT DESINFECTION
In addition to a good combination of the right workplace equipment and accessories, the selection of different desinfections and cleanings is also enormously important. 

In many areas, they are an important part of maintaining hygiene standards and avoiding infectious chains. 
On the one hand, this involves personal disinfection and cleaning with skin and hand disinfection as well as soaps and washing creams, and on the other hand, 

it also involves the disinfection and cleaning of objects - such as inventories and surfaces. 
We have these disinfectants and cleaning agents ready for you.

You will find our entire selection for disinfection and cleaning in this catalogue starting on page 55.

500057
Material: Polyethylene, white / blue
Others: -
Packaging unit: 1 piece
Dispenser bucket for wet non-woven disinfection wipes, polyethylene, white / blue, with carrying handle, transparent lid with 
blue dispensing opening, capacity approx. 5.700 ml, height approx. 19,4 cm

5670
Material: Polyethylenterephthalate, white
Others: -
Packaging unit: 700 pieces
NITRAS non-woven fabric roll, polyethylenterephthalate, white, dry wipes for impregnating with surface desinfection, wipe size 
approx. 29 x 30 cm, folded to approx. 14.5 cm, 10 rolls, 70 pieces each, individually packed in bag

5690 Packaging unit: 720 pieces (8 rolls, 90 pieces each)
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WORKPLACE EQUIPMENT / ACCESSORIES
OTHERS
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007020
Material: Cellulose / polyethylene, white
Others: -
Packaging unit: 500 pieces
NITRAS patient bibs, cellulose / polyethylene, white, 2-ply: 1-ply cellulose / 1-ply polyethylene, measurements approx 33 x 45 
cm, water repellent, reliable protection for the patient‘s clothing, 4 bags, 125 pieces each

Article number / description Colour code Colour Others

007020 1100 White One size

007021 2200 Dark blue One size

007022 3000 Green One size

007023 6200 Purple One size

007024 6300 Light pink One size

007028 1000 Black One size

007029 6400 Pink One size
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WORKPLACE EQUIPMENT / ACCESSORIES
OTHERS
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007600
Material: Polypropylene, white
Others: -
Packaging unit: 1.000 pieces
Saliva ejectors, polypropylene, white, removable cap, length approx. 13 cm, easy to deform, 10 bags, 100 pieces each

Article number / description Colour code Colour Others

007600 1100 White One size

007601 2200 Dark blue One size

007602 3000 Green One size

007603 6200 Purple One size

007604 6300 Light pink One size

007607 6000 Red One size

007609 1400 Transparent One size
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WORKPLACE EQUIPMENT / ACCESSORIES
OTHERS
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007710
Material: Polypropylene, white
Others: -
Packaging unit: 3.000 pieces
NITRAS Drinking cups, polypropylene, white, with round edges, capacity approx. 180 ml, grippy, 30 bags, 100 pieces each, 
MADE IN EU

Article number / description Colour code Colour Others

007710 1100 White One size

007711 2000 Royal blue One size

007712 3000 Green One size

007713 6200 Purple One size

007714 6300 Light pink One size

007715 4300 Yellow One size

007716 4400 Orange One size

007717 6000 Red One size

007718 1000 Black One size

007719 4200 Lime One size

007720 6400 Pink One size
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91 Introduction

PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT / 
WORKWEAR

As experts in personal protective equipment (PPE) and workwear, NITRAS SAFETY offers the right 
outfit from head to toe: from safety glasses and respiratory masks to workwear, from protection 
overalls and high-visibility clothing to protective gloves and safety shoes - important protective 
functions, practical details and well thoughtful functions are always the focus of NITRAS SAFETY.

92 Hand protetion

96 Eye protection

98 Respiratory protection

100 Foot protection

102 Workwear

91+49 2272 401 111 info@nitras-medical.com

PPE / WORKWEAR
ÜBERSICHT
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PPE / WORKWEAR
HAND PROTECTION
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8330 // TOUGH GRIP N
Material: Nitrile, black
Coating: -
Size(s): S-2XL
Packaging unit: 500 pieces
Certification: EN ISO 374
NITRAS TOUGH GRIP N, nitrile disposable gloves, black (colour code: 1000), non-sterile, rolled edge, powder-free, innovative scale 
surface for perfect grip on wet and dry surfaces, perfect fit, very durable, for food contact, ambidextrous (left and right hand), 
colour code system for sizes, AQL 1,5, protection against micro-organisms and bacteria, premium quality, 10 boxes, 50 pieces each 

ISO 374-1:2016/Type A ISO 374-5:2016

JKOPST

LENGTH 300 MM
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8340 // TOUGH GRIP N 300
Material: Nitrile, blue
Coating: -
Size(s): S-2XL
Packaging unit: 500 pieces
Certification: EN ISO 374
NITRAS TOUGH GRIP N 300, nitrile disposable gloves, blue (colour code: 2200), non-sterile, rolled edge, powder-free, innovative 
scale surface for perfect grip on wet and dry surfaces, perfect fit, very durable, for food contact, ambidextrous (left and right 
hand), colour code system for sizes, length approx. 300 mm, AQL 1,5, protection against micro-organisms and bacteria, premium 
quality, 10 boxes, 50 pieces each

ISO 374-1:2016/Type A ISO 374-5:2016

JKOPST
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PPE / WORKWEAR
HAND PROTECTION
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8335 // TOUGH GRIP N
Material: Nitrile, orange
Coating: -
Size(s): S-2XL
Packaging unit: 500 pieces
Certification: EN ISO 374
NITRAS TOUGH GRIP N, nitrile disposable gloves, orange (colour code: 4400), non-sterile, rolled edge, powder-free, innovative 
scale surface for perfect grip on wet and dry surfaces, perfect fit, very durable, for food contact, ambidextrous (left and right 
hand), colour code system for sizes, AQL 1,5, protection against micro-organisms and bacteria, premium quality, 10 boxes, 50 
pieces each

ISO 374-1:2016/Type A ISO 374-5:2016

JKOPST

8720 // SKIN CLEAN
Material: Special stretch fabric, grey
Coating: PPU, black
Size(s): 6-11
Packaging unit: 120 pairs
Certification: EN 388, STANDARD 100 by OEKO-TEX®
NITRAS SKIN CLEAN, knitted gloves, special stretch fabric, grey, PPU coating, black (colour code: 1210), partly coated on palm 
and fingertips, knitted wrist, perfect wearing comfort, for food contact, high abrasion resistance, high mechanical resistance, 
STANDARD 100 by OEKO-TEX®

EN 388

4131

PERFECT FIT
 FOR PLEASANT WEARING COMFORT

FOR CONTACT WITH FOOT
RELIABLE AND SAFE

HIGH ABRASION RESISTANCE 
PARTICULARLY DURABLE
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PPE / WORKWEAR
HAND PROTECTION

3220 // YELLOW CLEANER
Material: Latex, yellow
Coating: -
Size(s): 7-10
Packaging unit: 144 pairs
Certification: EN 388, EN ISO 374
NITRAS YELLOW CLEANER, chemical protective gloves, latex, yellow (colour code: 4300), length 30 cm, flock lined, protection 
against micro-organisms and bacteria, for food contact

EN 388 ISO 374-1:2016/Type A ISO 374-5:2016

1010X KLMPST

3221 // BLUE CLEANER
Material: Latex, blue
Coating: -
Size(s): 7-10
Packaging unit: 144 pairs
Certification: EN 388, EN ISO 374
NITRAS BLUE CLEANER, chemical protective gloves, latex, blue (colour code: 2200), length 30 cm, flock lined, protection against 
micro-organisms and bacteria, for food contact

EN 388 ISO 374-1:2016/Type A ISO 374-5:2016

1010X KLMPST

3250 // CHEM PROTECT
Material: Latex, orange
Coating: -
Size(s): 7-11
Packaging unit: 144 pairs
Certification: EN 388, EN ISO 374
NITRAS CHEM PROTECT, chemical protective gloves, latex, orange (colour code: 4400), length 30 cm, flock lined, protection against
micro-organisms and bacteria, for food contact

EN 388 ISO 374-1:2016/Type A ISO 374-5:2016

2111X AKLNOT
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PPE / WORKWEAR
HAND PROTECTION

3450 // GREEN BARRIER
Material: Nitrile, green
Coating: -
Size(s): 7-11
Packaging unit: 144 pairs
Certification: EN 388, EN ISO 374
NITRAS GREEN BARRIER, chemical protective gloves, nitrile, green (colour code: 3000), length 32 cm, flock lined, protection 
against micro-organisms, bacteria and viruses, for food contact

EN 388 ISO 374-1:2016/Type A ISO 374-5:2016

4101X AKLMNO VIRUS

3451 // GREEN BARRIER FLEX
Material: Nitrile, green
Coating: -
Size(s): 7-11
Packaging unit: 144 pairs
Certification: EN 388, EN ISO 374
NITRAS GREEN BARRIER FLEX, chemical protective gloves, nitrile, green (colour code: 3000), length 33 cm, flock lined, protection 
against micro-organisms, bacteria and viruses, for food contact

EN 388 ISO 374-1:2016/Type A ISO 374-5:2016

2101X JKLMNO VIRUS

MADE OF DURABLE NITRILE 
RESISTANT TO OILS AND  UND GREASES

VELOURISED
PLEASANT WEARING COMFORT

CHEMICAL PROTECTION
TYPE A
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PPE / WORKWEAR
EYE PROTECTION

FLEXIBLE TEMPLES
HIGH WEARING COMFORT

UV 400 PROTECTION 
EXTENDED RANGE OF PROTECTION

ULTRAVIOLET FILTER
GOOD COLOUR RECOGNITION

Frame marking: AS EN 166 F CE
Oculars marking: 2C-1,2 AS 1F CE

9000 // VISION PROTECT BASIC
Frame: Plastic, black
Oculars: Polycarbonate, transparent
Size(s): One size
Packaging unit: 120 pieces
Certification: EN 166
NITRAS VISION PROTECT BASIC, safety glasses, frame black, oculars transparent (colour code: 1410), clear shade, ultraviolet filter, 
good colour recognition, intended for long-term use, nose pads, flexible temples, high wearing comfort

Frame marking: AS EN 166 F CE
Oculars marking: 2C-1,2 AS 1F CE

9010 // VISION PROTECT
Frame: Plastic, black / transparent
Oculars: Polycarbonate, transparent
Size(s): One size
Packaging unit: 120 pieces
Certification: EN 166
NITRAS VISION PROTECT, safety glasses, frame black / transparent, oculars transparent (colour code: 1410), clear shade, ultraviolet 
filter, good colour recognition, intended for long-term use, soft nose pads, flexible and adjustable temples, very high wearing 
comfort, UV 400 protection
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PPE / WORKWEAR
EYE PROTECTION

Frame marking: AS EN 166 F CE
Oculars marking: 5-3,1 AS 1F CE

9013 // VISION PROTECT
Frame: Plastic, black
Oculars: Polycarbonate, black, silver mirrored
Size(s): One size
Packaging unit: 120 pieces
Certification: EN 166
NITRAS VISION PROTECT, safety glasses, frame black, oculars black (colour code: 1000), very dark shade, silver mirrored, sunglare 
filter for industrial use, intended for long-term use, soft nose pads, flexible and adjustable temples, very high wearing comfort, 
UV 400 protection

Frame marking: AS EN 166 F CE
Oculars marking: 2C-1,2 AS 1F N CE

PREM
IU
M

☆QUA
LI
TY

☆

9020 // VISION PROTECT PREMIUM
Frame: Plastic, black
Oculars: Polycarbonate, transparent
Size(s): One size
Packaging unit: 120 pieces
Certification: EN 166
NITRAS VISION PROTECT PREMIUM, safety glasses, frame black, oculars transparent (colour code: 1410), clear shade, resistance 
to fogging, ultraviolet filter, good colour recognition, intended for long-term use, soft and flexible nose pads for perfect fit and 
safety, flexible and adjustable temples, perfect wearing comfort, premium quality

Frame marking: AS EN 166 F CE
Oculars marking: 2C-1,2 AS 1F CE

9015 // VISION PROTECT OTG
Frame: Plastic, black / transparent
Oculars: Polycarbonate, transparent
Size(s): One size
Packaging unit: 120 pieces
Certification: EN 166
NITRAS VISION PROTECT OTG, safety glasses, frame black / transparent, oculars transparent (colour code: 1410), clear shade, 
ultraviolet filter, good colour recognition, intended for long-term use, nose pads, flexible and adjustable temples, very high 
wearing comfort, suitable for wearer of glasses
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PPE / WORKWEAR
RESPIRATORY PROTECTION

NE
W

4120SI // SAFE AIR
Class: FFP2 NR
Valve: No
Size(s): One size
Packaging unit: 400 pieces
Certification: EN 149
NITRAS SAFE AIR, respirator mask, white (colour code: 1100), class FFP2 NR, without valve, white, latex-free rubber band,external 
nosepiece for optimal fit, inside nose pad made of soft foam, suitable for wearer of glasses (goggles), 20 boxes, 20 pieces each

4120SIF // SAFE AIR
Class: FFP2 NR
Valve: No
Size(s): One size
Packaging unit: 400 pieces
Certification: EN 149
NITRAS SAFE AIR, folded respirator mask, white (colour code: 1100), class FFP2 NR, without valve, internal nosepiece for optimal 
fit, rubber band for the ears, one piece per polybag, 20 boxes, 20 pieces each
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PPE / WORKWEAR
RESPIRATORY PROTECTION

419900 
Class: FFP2 NR
Valve: No
Size(s): One size
Packaging unit: 640 pieces
Certification: EN 149
Respirator mask, white (colour code: 1100), class FFP2 NR, without valve, white, latex-free rubber band,external nosepiece for 
optimal fit, inside nose pad made of soft foam, suitable for wearer of glasses (goggles), rubber band for the ears, 64 boxes, 10 
pieces each, MADE IN GERMANY
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Article number / description Colour code Colour Others

419900 // SAFE AIR 1100 White One size

419900 // SAFE AIR 2100 Navy blue One size

419900 // SAFE AIR 6300 Light pink One size

419900 // SAFE AIR 1500 Anthracite One size

419900 // SAFE AIR 1000 Black One size

NE
W
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PPE / WORKWEAR
FOOT PROTECTION

7250 // CLEAN STEP SL
Shoe upper: Artificial leather, white
Outsole: PU / PU, white
Size(s): 35-48
Packaging unit: 10 pairs
Certification: EN ISO 20345
NITRAS CLEAN STEP SL, safety slipper, S2, durable artificial leather, white (colour code: 1100), tough PU outsole, white, steel toe 
cap, ergonomic insocks, appealing design, highest slip resistance (SRC), width 11

7251 // CLEAN STEP MID SL
Shoe upper: Artificial leather, white
Outsole: PU / PU, white
Size(s): 35-48
Packaging unit: 10 pairs
Certification: EN ISO 20345
NITRAS CLEAN STEP MID SL, safety slipper, half-height, S2, durable artificial leather, white (colour code: 1100), tough PU outsole, 
white, steel toe cap, appealing design, ergonomic insocks, highest slip resistance (SRC), width 11, well padded bootleg for 
optimal fit and comfort
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PPE / WORKWEAR
FOOT PROTECTION

7252 // CLEAN STEP CL
Shoe upper: Artificial leather, white
Outsole: PU / PU, white
Size(s): 35-48
Packaging unit: 10 pairs
Certification: EN ISO 20345
NITRAS CLEAN STEP CL, safety clogs, SB, durable artificial leather, white (colour code: 1100), tough PU outsole, white, steel toe 
cap, appealing design, ergonomic insocks, highest slip resistance (SRC), width 11

7255 // CLEAN STEP
Shoe upper: Artificial leather, white
Outsole: PU / PU, white
Size(s): 35-48
Packaging unit: 10 pairs
Certification: EN ISO 20345
NITRAS CLEAN STEP, safety shoes, S2, durable artificial leather, white (colour code: 1100), tough PU outsole, white, steel toe cap, 
appealing design, ergonomic insocks, highest slip resistance (SRC), width 11

7256 // CLEAN STEP MID
Shoe upper: Artificial leather, white
Outsole: PU / PU, white
Size(s): 35-48
Packaging unit: 10 pairs
Certification: EN ISO 20345
NITRAS CLEAN STEP MID, safety boots, half-height, S2, durable artificial leather, white (colour code: 1100), tough PU outsole, 
white, steel toe cap, appealing design, ergonomic insocks, highest slip resistance (SRC), width 11, well padded bootleg for 
optimal fit and comfort
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PPE / WORKWEAR
WORKWEAR

Shell fabric: 100% cotton
Shell fabric (Light grey): 98% cotton, 2% viscose

UP TO SIZE 6XL

7005 // MOTION TEX LIGHT
Shell fabric: Cotton, white
Lining: -
Size(s): XS-6XL
Packaging unit: 20 pieces
Certification: STANDARD 100 by OEKO-TEX®
NITRAS MOTION TEX LIGHT, T-Shirt, short sleeve, white (colour code: 1100), 160 g/sqm, high wearing comfort thanks to soft 
material, fine single jersey, combed cotton, pre-shrunk, enzyme washed, ribbed round neckline with neck tape in same colour,
durable double-stitched seam on hem and sleeves, very soft and smooth, removable wash care labels, UV protection UPF 40+
(with exception of white and light grey), STANDARD 100 by OEKO-TEX®, Regular Fit, Long Fit for optimal wearing comfort, goes
along with every movement and shirt stays where it should be
Available in 10 colours: black (colour code: 1000), white (colour code: 1100), grey (colour code: 1200), light grey (colour code: 
1300), royal blue (colour code: 2000), navy blue (colour code: 2100), green (colour code: 3000), brown (colour code: 5000), khaki 
(colour code: 5100), red (colour code: 6000)

EN 13758-2
EN 13758-2

40+
16.0.88894

Hohenstein HTTI

UPF 40 +

FINE-MESH PIQUÉ
VERY BREATHABLE

STANDARD 100 BY OEKO-TEX®
PROTECTION FOR THE USER

AVAILABLE IN 10 COLOURS 
HIGH VARIETY FOR EVERY INDUSTRY
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PPE / WORKWEAR
WORKWEAR

Shell fabric: 100% cotton
Shell fabric (Light grey): 98% cotton, 2% viscose

NOW WITH UV-PROTECTION UP TO SIZE 6XL

7010 // MOTION TEX LIGHT
Shell fabric: Cotton, white
Lining: -
Size(s): XS-6XL
Packaging unit: 20 pieces
Certification: STANDARD 100 by OEKO-TEX®
NITRAS MOTION TEX LIGHT, polo shirt, short sleeve, white (colour code: 1100), 200 g/sqm, high wearing comfort thanks to 
soft material, fine-mesh Piqué, combed cotton, pre-shrunk, enzyme washed, extended back for extra comfort, knitted collar,
knitted cuffs, three-button placket with buttons of same colour, durable double-stitched seams on hem, double bartacked side
slits, very soft and light-weight, breathable, removable wash care labels, UV protection UPF 40+ (with exception of white and
light grey), STANDARD 100 by OEKO-TEX®, Regular Fit
Available in 10 colours: black (colour code: 1000), white (colour code: 1100), grey (colour code: 1200), light grey (colour code: 
1300), royal blue (colour code: 2000), navy blue (colour code: 2100), green (colour code: 3000), brown (colour code: 5000), khaki 
(colour code: 5100), red (colour code: 6000)

EN 13758-2
EN 13758-2

40+
16.0.88894

Hohenstein HTTI

UPF 40 +

Shell fabric: 70% cotton, 30% polyester
Shell fabric (Light grey): 70% cotton, 29% polysester, 1% viscose

UP TO SIZE 6XL

7015 // MOTION TEX LIGHT
Shell fabric: Cotton / polyester, white
Lining: -
Size(s): XS-6XL
Packaging unit: 15 pieces
Certification: STANDARD 100 by OEKO-TEX®
NITRAS MOTION TEX LIGHT, pullover, white (colour code: 1100), 300 g/sqm, breathable, high wearing comfort thanks to 
roughened and soft inside, combed cotton / polyester, pre-shrunk, enzyme washed, straight cut, sporty design, round neckline,
knitted cuffs and waistband for an optimal fit, durable double-stitched seams on waist, sleeves and shoulders, STANDARD 100
by OEKO-TEX®, Regular Fit
Available in 10 colours: black (colour code: 1000), white (colour code: 1100), grey (colour code: 1200), light grey (colour code: 
1300), royal blue (colour code: 2000), navy blue (colour code: 2100), green (colour code: 3000), brown (colour code: 5000), khaki 
(colour code: 5100), red (colour code: 6000)

16.0.88894
Hohenstein HTTI

PRE-SHRUNK
FOR AN OPTIMAL WEARING EXPERIENCE

STANDARD 100 BY OEKO-TEX®
PROTECTION FOR THE USER

DOUBLE-STITCHED SEAMS
VERY DURABLE
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PPE / WORKWEAR
WORKWEAR

Shell fabric: 70% cotton, 30% polyester
Shell fabric (Light grey): 70% cotton, 29% polysester, 1% viscose

UP TO SIZE 6XL

7020 // MOTION TEX LIGHT
Shell fabric: Cotton / polyester, White
Lining: -
Size(s): XS-6XL
Packaging unit: 15 pieces
Certification: STANDARD 100 by OEKO-TEX®
NITRAS MOTION TEX LIGHT, sweat jacket, white (colour code: 1100), 300 g/sqm, high wearing comfort, combed cotton, 
preshrunk, enzyme washed, ripped and high stand-up collar, decorative stitching on the neck, knitted cuffs and waistband for 
an optimal fit, two side pockets, continuous YKK-zipper of same colour, soft and roughened inside, STANDARD 100 by OEKO-
TEX®, Regular Fit
Available in 10 colours: black (colour code: 1000), white (colour code: 1100), grey (colour code: 1200), light grey (colour code: 
1300), royal blue (colour code: 2000), navy blue (colour code: 2100), green (colour code: 3000), brown (colour code: 5000), khaki 
(colour code: 5100), red (colour code: 6000)

16.0.88894
Hohenstein HTTI

Shell fabric: 70% cotton, 30% polyester
Shell fabric (Light grey): 70% cotton, 29% polysester, 1% viscose

UP TO SIZE 6XL

7025 // MOTION TEX LIGHT
Shell fabric: Cotton / polyester, White
Lining: -
Size(s): XS-6XL
Packaging unit: 15 pieces
Certification: STANDARD 100 by OEKO-TEX®
NITRAS MOTION TEX LIGHT, hooded sweater, white (colour code: 1100), 300 g/sqm, breathable, high wearing comfort thanksto 
roughened and soft inside, knitted cuffs and waistband for an optimal fit, combed cotton, pre-shrunk, enzyme washed, 
straight cut, sporty design, hood with drawstring of same colour, durable double-stitched seams on waist, sleeves, hood and 
kangaroo pocket, STANDARD 100 by OEKO-TEX®, Regular Fit
Available in 10 colours: black (colour code: 1000), white (colour code: 1100), grey (colour code: 1200), light grey (colour code: 
1300), royal blue (colour code: 2000), navy blue (colour code: 2100), green (colour code: 3000), brown (colour code: 5000), khaki 
(colour code: 5100), red (colour code: 6000)

16.0.88894
Hohenstein HTTI

HOOD
 WITH DRAWSTRING IN SAME COLOUR 

BREATHABLE 
VERY PLEASANT WEARING COMFORT

PATCH KANGAROO POCKET
ESPECIALLY MUCH SPACE
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105 Introduction

PRODUCT WORLDS

For many years, NITRAS has become an established brand for the specialist and wholesale trade. 
Our long-standing partners know that the brand stands for high-quality products and reliable 
processing of their orders. We also always focus on the industry focus of our partners from the 
medical, care, dental, tattoo, beauty and food sectors. NITRAS follows a holistic approach and 
offers you medical and non-medical disposable and reusable products - from a single source.

106 MEDICAL EDITION

108 CARE EDITION

110 DENTAL EDITION

112 BLACK EDITION

114 BEAUTY EDITION

116 FOOD EDITION

105+49 2272 401 111 info@nitras-medical.com

PRODUCT WORLDS
OVERVIEW
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PRODUCT WORLDS
MEDICAL EDITION

MEDICAL EDITION
Our body is a masterpiece of nature and combines a perfect interplay of 
skeleton, muscles, nerves and organs. We protect it as best we can from external 
influences. NITRAS contributes to this and provides a wide range of disposable 
gloves and disinfection for professional use in the practice or clinic. In addition, 
we have a balanced product range of disposable clothing, workplace articles and 
accessories with which we create holistic approaches. After a comprehensive 
needs analysis, we will be happy to put together a customised offer for you and 
help you select the disposable as well as reusable articles that are suitable and 
necessary for you.

PRACTICE | CLINIC / HOSPITAL | MEDICAL CARE CENTER
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PRODUCT WORLDS
MEDICAL EDITION

8311 // BLUE  WAVE 
Nitrile disposable gloves

48
007021
Patient bibs

88
570008 // CLEAN CARE
Wet washing gloves

81

4321 // SOFT PROTECT
Medical face masks

26
526095
Gloves holder

84
5645
Cellulose swabs

75

8215 // POLYMER SOFT
Latex disposable gloves

44
55500 // PROTECTASEPT SKIN
Skin- / hand desinfection

56
704950
Medical Couch cover

70

52771 // PROTECTASEPT SF
Spray- / wipe desinfection

59
72324W
Folded paper towels, V-fold, 2-ply

69
58100 // PROTECTASEPT
Desinfection wipes

65

8310 // WHITE WAVE
Nitrile disposable gloves

47
20050
Sterilisation foil

73
71828
Tray filter paper

75

56500, 004500, 000500
Desinfection dispenser system

84
51655 
Sharps container

79
56070
Alcohol swabs

75

004331 // SOFT PROTECT PLUS
Medical Face masks

25
475100 // NATURE BLADE
Disposable razors natural colour

78
54301 // PROTECTASEPT
Instrument desinfection

62

*The articles listed here are for orientation purposes only for MEDICAL EDITION. The products are also suitable for other areas of application. This overview cannot and should not replace personal 
advice. The selection of the right products must always be made with regard to the risks and areas of application at the workplace. Please do not hesitate to contact us for further information. 
We look forward to hearing from you

MEDICAL EDITION AT A GLANCE
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PRODUCT WORLDS
CARE EDITION

CARE EDITION
Whether acute nursing care or mobile and inpatient care for people in need of 
care - in the entire care sector, providing people with safe and high-quality aids is 
enormously important. Here, disposable gloves play just as decisive a role in daily 
practice as highly effective disinfectants that are also gentle on people to prevent 
chains of infection. NITRAS covers these and other areas of care and is your 
reliable partner for medical and non-medical disposable and reusable products.

NURSING / RETIREMENT HOME | STATIONARY / MOBILE CARE SERVICE | HOME CARE
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PRODUCT WORLDS
CARE EDITION

8200 // IDEAL CARE
Latex disposable gloves

43
570008 // CLEAN CARE
Wet washing gloves

81
58100 // PROTECTASEPT
Desinfection wipes

65

4330 // PROTECT
Medical face masks

27
772501
Beak cups, set of 3 pieces

82
4230
PE apron white

30

8100 // VINYL PF
Latex disposable gloves

42
56500, 004500, 000500
Desinfection dispenser system

84
4225
CPE mattress cover

71

4520
PP visitor coat

32
55500 // PROTECTASEPT SKIN
Skin- / hand desinfection

56
736640
Disposable bibs with pockets

80

52771 // PROTECTASEPT SF
Surface desinfection

59
72324W
Folded paper towels, V-fold, 2-ply

69
54301 // PROTECTASEPT
Instrumentendesinfektion

62

4540
PP visitor coat 

34
5700
Washing gloves

80
704950
Medical couch covers

70

8311 // BLUE WAVE
Nitrile disposable gloves

48
004335 // SOFT PROTECT PLUS
Medical face masks

25
56070
Alcohol swabs

75

*The articles listed here are for orientation purposes only for CARE EDITION. The products are also suitable for other areas of application. This overview cannot and should not replace personal 
advice. The selection of the right products must always be made with regard to the risks and areas of application at the workplace. Please do not hesitate to contact us for further information. 
We look forward to hearing from you

CARE EDITION AT A GLANCE
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PRODUCT WORLDS
DENTAL EDITION

DENTAL EDITION
Healthy teeth and good oral hygiene are pieces of quality of life. Dental 
specialists, with their skills and experience, play an important role in this. In 
order for them to be able to concentrate on their tasks, they need a back-up 
that supports them comprehensively and professionally. In addition to good 
practice staff and modern equipment, this also includes a partner who supports 
them with disposable and reusable products. NITRAS takes care of this area and 
provides high-quality examination gloves, medical face masks and disinfection 
for professional use. A balanced range of hygienic papers, dental supplies and 
sterilisation accessories complete the portfolio..

DENTIST | ORAL AND MAXILLOFACIAL SURGERY | DENTAL LABORATORY 



8310 // WHITE WAVE 
Nitrile disposable gloves

47
704950
Medical couch covers

70
260100
Sterilisation bags

73

004331 // SOFT PROTECT PLUS
Medical face masks

25
007602 
Saliva ejectors

89
58100 // PROTECTASEPT
Desinfection wipes

65

8215 // POLYMER SOFT
Latex disposable gloves

44
56500, 004500, 000500
Desinfection dispenser system

84
53202 // PROTECTASEPT IN
Drilling bath

61

007712
Drinking cups PP

90
55500 // PROTECTASEPT SKIN
Skin- / hand desinfection

56
5645
Cellulose swabs

75

20050
Sterilisation foil

73
72324W
Folded paper towels, V-fold, 2-ply

69
54301 // PROTECTASEPT
Instrument desinfection

62

52771 // PROTECTASEPT SF
Spray- / wipe desinfection

59
8325 // MINT WAVE
Nitrile disposable gloves

50
71828
Tray filter paper

75

007022 
Patient bibs

88
526095
Gloves holder

84
8311 // BLUE WAVE
Nitrile disposable gloves

48

*The articles listed here are for orientation purposes only for DENTAL EDITION. The products are also suitable for other areas of application. This overview cannot and should not replace personal 
advice. The selection of the right products must always be made with regard to the risks and areas of application at the workplace. Please do not hesitate to contact us for further information. 
We look forward to hearing from you

DENTAL EDITION AT A GLANCE

111+49 2272 401 111 info@nitras-medical.com

PRODUCT WORLDS
DENTAL EDITION
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PRODUCT WORLDS
BLACK EDITION

BLACK EDITION
A tattoo artist‘s hands are his most important tool. Perfectly fitting and reliable 
disposable gloves are therefore just as important as the right machine, good 
light and a pleasant working atmosphere. The gloves ensure an optimal grip 
and a high degree of sensitivity even in long sessions. NITRAS supports you with 
different gloves in latex and nitrile. We act as a holistic partner and provide a 
wide range of accessories, such as mattress and sleeve protectors, couch covers 
as well as disposable clothing and paper articles, for the workplace. The portfolio 
is rounded off by high-quality disinfectants for all areas of a tattoo studio.

TATTOO- / PIERCING-STUDIO | BEAUTY INDUSTRY | FOOD TRUCK / CATERING



8220 // BLACK SCORPION
Latex disposable gloves

44
422845
CPE shoe covers black

37
4338 // PROTECT
Medical face masks

27

004338 // SOFT PROTECT PLUS
Medical face masks

25
4202
CPE arm covers

35
58100 // PROTECTASEPT
Desinfection wipes

65

8320 // BLACK WAVE
Nitrile disposable gloves

48
4237
PE aprons black

30
56500, 004500, 000500
Desinfection dispenser system

84

4755 // BLACK BLADE
Disposable razors

78
52771 // PROTECTASEPT SF
Spray- / wipe desinfection

59
007028
Patient bibs

88

55500 // PROTECTASEPT SKIN
Skin- / hand desinfection

56
72324W
Folded paper towels, V-fold, 2-ply

69
20050
Steriisation foil

73

4226
CPE mattress covers

71
419900
FFP2 respirator mask

99
51552 
Sharbs container

79

76050
Medical couch cover black

70
457100 // NATURE BLADE
Disposable razors

78
007718
Drinking cups PP

90

*The articles listed here are for orientation purposes only for BLACK EDITION. The products are also suitable for other areas of application. This overview cannot and should not replace personal 
advice. The selection of the right products must always be made with regard to the risks and areas of application at the workplace. Please do not hesitate to contact us for further information. 
We look forward to hearing from you

BLACK EDITION AT A GLANCE

113+49 2272 401 111 info@nitras-medical.com

PRODUCT WORLDS
BLACK EDITION
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PRODUCT WORLDS
BEAUTY EDITION

BEAUTY EDITION
Bright colours, pastel shades and colourful product photos - NITRAS is more 
than just a reliable partner in the medical, dental, care and food industries. 
Through our years of expertise, we have matured into an authentic partner in the 
beauty industry and cosmetics. We are your reliable partner in the provision and 
supply of high-quality medical and non-medical disposable as well as reusable 
products for your treatment environment. A selected portfolio of disposable 
clothing, hygienic papers and disinfection round off our holistic approach for our 
partners. We do our part so that you can concentrate on your customers and on 
comprehensive and professional treatment.

COSMETICS / HAIRDRESSING STUDIO | BEAUTY INDUSTRY | PODIATRY



8321 // PINK WAVE
Nitrile disposable gloves

49
56500, 004500, 000500
Desinfection dispenser system

84
4050
Hair band

23

4329 // SOFT PROTECT
Medical face masks

26
55500 // PROTECTASEPT SKIN
Skin- / hand desinfection

56
4835
Disposable thongs white/light pink

38

72324W
Folded paper towel, V-fold, 2-ply

69
8304 // GLAMOUR WAVE
Nitrile disposable gloves

46
55000
Wooden spatula, birchwood

74

72120
Cosmetic tissues Superior

69
52771 // PROTECTASEPT SF
Spray- / wipe desinfection

59
007714
Drinking cups PP

90

007023
Patient bibs

88
475100 // NATURE BLADE
Disposable razors natural colour

78
561502
Cotton buds, big

77

004333 // SOFT PROTECT PLUS
Medical face masks

25
58100 // PROTECTASEPT
Desinfection wipes

65
4830
Disposable thongs blue/white

38

8327 // CANDY WAVE
Nitrile disposable gloves

51
8322 // PURPLE WAVE
Nitrile disposable gloves

49
8328 // VIOLET WAVE
Nitrile disposable gloves

51

*The articles listed here are for orientation purposes only for BEAUTY EDITION. The products are also suitable for other areas of application. This overview cannot and should not replace personal 
advice. The selection of the right products must always be made with regard to the risks and areas of application at the workplace. Please do not hesitate to contact us for further information. 
We look forward to hearing from you

BEAUTY EDITION AT A GLANCE
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PRODUCT WORLDS
BEAUTY EDITION
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FOOD EDITION
Disposable gloves suitable for contact with food are a very important part 
of the hygienic preparation of food; whether in a private environment, 
stylish food truck or industrial food production. A reliable partner who 
provides high-quality products and acts price-consciously and in line with 
the market is enormously important. NITRAS is your partner and contributes 
with a wide range of products for food-related areas, disposable clothing, 
disinfection as well as workplace equipment and accessories so that you can 
concentrate on the core of your business. Use our know-how and experience 
for your purposes and contact us for an individual and needs-based offer. 

FOOD PROCESSING / FOOD PRODUCTION | CANTEEN / INDUSTRIAL KITCHENS | CATERING



8311 // BLUE WAVE
Nitrile disposable gloves

48
4230
PE apron white

30
4210
Shoe covers with CPE outsole

38

4002
Bouffant caps

19
4201
CPE arm covers blue

35
8200 // IDEAL CARE
Latex disposable gloves

43

4350
Beard cover

23
56500, 004500, 000500
Desinfection dispenser system

84
58100 // PROTECTASEPT
Desinfection wipes

65

8220 // BLACK SCORPION
Latex disposable gloves

44
55500 // PROTECTASEPT SKIN
Skin- / hand desinfection

56
526095
Gloves holder

84

4321 // SOFT PROTECT
Medical face masks

26
4520
PP visitor coat

32
8325 // MINT WAVE
Nitrile disposable gloves

50

8100 // VINYL PF
Vinyle disposable gloves

42
52771 // PROTECTASEPT SF
Spray- / wipe desinfection

59
4265
PE apron blue

31

4022
Astro cap with face mask

22
4017
Clip caps

20
004338 // SOFT PROTECT PLUS
Medical face masks

25

*The articles listed here are for orientation purposes only for FOOD EDITION. The products are also suitable for other areas of application. This overview cannot and should not replace personal 
advice. The selection of the right products must always be made with regard to the risks and areas of application at the workplace. Please do not hesitate to contact us for further information. 
We look forward to hearing from you

FOOD EDITION AT A GLANCE
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PRODUCT WORLDS
FOOD EDITION
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STANDARDS / PICTOGRAMS

All performance levels, pictograms and information specified in this catalogue comply with the 
state as of September 2022. These are subject to change during the validity of this catalogue. 
Please contact us for any queries or current information. All information is subject to change.

119+49 2272 401 111 info@nitras-medical.com
STANDARDS / PICTOGRAMS
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STANDARD 100 by OEKO-TEX®

16.0.88894
Hohenstein HTTI

STANDARD 100 by OEKO-TEX® is an independent testing and certification system for textile raw materials, intermediate and end 
products at all processing stages. The tests for harmful substances include substances forbidden by law, substances regulated by law, 
substances known to be harmful (but not yet legally regulated) and parameters for health care.

EN 420 / EN ISO 21420 Protective gloves - General requirements and test methods
This standard defines the general requirements and relevant test procedures for glove design and construction, resistance of glove 
materials to water penetration, innocuousness, comfort and efficiency, marking and information supplied by the manufacturer 
applicable to all protective gloves.

EN 455 Medical gloves for single use
Requirements and testing for freedom from holes, physical properties, biological evaluation and shelf life determination of medical 
gloves for single use.

EN ISO 374 Protective gloves against chemicals and micro-organisms

ABCDEF

Requirements for protective gloves designed to protect the user against hazardous chemicals and microorganisms:
Type A: at least six test chemicals (protection index at least class 2 each)
Type B: at least three test chemicals (protection index at least class 2 each)
Type C: at least one test chemical (protection index at least class 1)

Test parameter Classes
A-F Code letter for test chemicals 1-6

Code letter Test chemical Code letter Test chemical
A Methanol J n-Heptane
B Aceton K Sodium hydroxide 40%
C Acetonitrile L Sulphuric acid 96%
D Dichloromethane M Nitric acid 65%
E Carbone disulphide N Acetic acid 99%
F Toluene O Ammonium hydroxide 25%
G Diethylamine P Hydrogen peroxide 30%
H Tetrahydrofurane S Fluoric acid 40%
I Ethyl acetate T Formaldehyde 37%

Breakthrough time 
(minutes)

Protection index Breakthrough time 
(minutes)

Protection index

> 10 Class 1 > 120 Class 4
> 30 Class 2 > 240 Class 5
> 60 Class 3 > 480 Class 6

EN ISO 374 Protective gloves against dangerous chemicals and micro-organisms

VIRUS

Requirements for protective gloves designed to protect the user against hazardous chemicals and microorganisms:

Addition underneath the pictograms Protection against
No addition Bacteria, fungi
VIRUS Bacteria, fungi, viruses
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EN 388 Protective gloves against mechanical risks

ABCDE

Requirements, test methods, marking and manufacturer‘s information for protective gloves against the mechanical risks of abrasion, 
cut, tear, puncture and, where applicable, impact.

Test parameter Performance level
A Abrasion resistance 1-4
B Blade cut resistance (Coupe) 1-5
C Tear resistance 1-4
D Puncture resistance 1-4
E Blade cut resistance (TDM) A-F

AQL 1,5
The AQL (Acceptable Quality Level) defines a precisely procedure at which a certain subset of a good is allocated for a sample. This 
sample is tested according to settled standards and specifications. From the received results, it is possible to draw conclusions about the 
quality of the goods. The higher the requirements for a product are, the more stricter are the predefined guidelines. The AQL is therefore 
a statistical method for determining the quality. Medical gloves must be aseptic and must comply with DIN EN 455. An AQL (Accepted 
Quality Level) of less than 1.5 is to be observed. The gloves are only tested for water resistance.

Powdered

PO
W

DE
R

This pictogram indicates, that the related disposable gloves are powdered.

Powder-free

PO
W

DE
R

This pictogram indicates, that the related disposable gloves are powder-free.

For food contact
Products and items which are determined to come into contact with food.

Gauge

7 Gauge knit of gloves (coarse knit)

10 Gauge knit of gloves (average knit)

13 Gauge knit of gloves (fine knit)

15 Gauge knit of gloves (finest knit)

18 Gauge knit of gloves (finest knit +)

Premium-Quality
PREM

IU
M

☆QUA
LI
TY

☆ The quality of our products is our first priority and our whole product range is meeting our high standards. Products which have further
premium features (e.g. due material selection, fitting, characteristics, finishing) are marked with this pictrogram

EN 1186 Migration test
This standard specifies a guide for the selection of test conditions and test methods for total migration. This guide applies to materials 
and articles in contact with food. 
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Tested according toEN 1186
TESTED

ACCORDING TO

EN 1186

This pictogram indicates that the associated item has been tested according to EN 1186.

EN 149 Respiratory protective devices - Filtering half masks to protect against particles
Minimum requirements for filtering half masks to be used as respiratory protective equipment to protect against particles. Does not 
apply to escape purposes.

EN 14683 Medical face masks
This European standard defines the general requirements regarding the transition of infectious germs during surgical operations in 
operating rooms and other medical areas. Sources of infections can be, for example, noses and mouths of members of the operation 
team. The main focus for the use of medical face masks is the protection of the patient against infectious germs and in certain situations 
also the protection of the person wearing the masks against splashes of contaminated liquids and living particles. Medical face masks 
can also be worn by patients and other persons in order to prevent the spread of infections, especially in infectious and pandemic areas. 

Type Bacterial filtration efficiency (BFE) Splashguard

I ≥ 95 No

II ≥ 98 No

IIR ≥ 98 Yes

EN 16615 4-field-test
Quantitative test method for determining the bactericidal and levurocidal effect on non-porous surfaces with mechanical action using 
wipes in the field of human medicine.

Association for Applied Hygiene (VAH)
The Association for Applied Hygiene is the preferred authority when it comes to quality assurance in prophylactic disinfection. The VAH 
certifies disinfectants and publishes these products with the most important instructions for use in its VAH list.

IHO-list of virucides
  List of virus-effective disinfectants published by the Industrial Association for Hygiene and Surface Protection (IHO)

Neutral
This pictogram indicates that the associated item has a neutral scent.

Flower
This pictogram indicates that the associated item has a scent of flowers.

Lemon
This pictogram indicates that the associated item has a scent of lemons.

Neutral+ION
NEUTRAL+ION is a strongly disinfecting nature-identical active ingredient that was developed at Saarland University Hospital. The 
active principle is based on the human immune system, which neutralises the germs in the body in the same way with its neutrophil 
granulocytes. The effectiveness has been confirmed in VAH-compliant laboratory tests and products containing NEUTRAL+ION have a 
disinfecting and cleaning effect as well as eliminating odours and mould. 
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Dermatest Seal

 

The „Original DERMATEST®“ seal is a guarantee for the traceability of test methods and also for consumer and manufacturer safety. 
Products awarded this seal keep the promise of tested and confirmed quality.

EN ISO 20345 Personal protective equipment - Safety footwear
Basic and additional (optional) requirements for safety footwear used for general purpose. It includes for example mechanical risks, slip
resistance, thermal risks, ergonomic behaviour.

Category Description
SB Basic requirements
S1 Basic requirements, closed seat region, antistatic properties, energy absorption of seat region, resistance to fuel oil
S2 Basic requirements, closed seat region, antistatic properties, energy absorption of seat region, resistance to fuel oil, 

protection against water penetration and absorption
S3 Basic requirements, closed seat region, antistatic properties, energy absorption of seat region, resistance to fuel oil, 

protection against water penetration and absorption, penetration resistance, cleated outsole

Further symbols
SRA Slip resistance (ceramic tile floor with NaLS) E Energy absorption of seat region
SRB Slip resistance (steel floor with glycerine) WR Water resistance
SRC Slip resistance (SRA and SRB passed) M Metatarsal protection
P Penetration resistance AN Ankle protection
C Conductive footwear CR Cut resistance
A Antistatic footwear WRU Water penetration and absorption*
HI Heat insulation of sole complex HRO Resistance to hot contact
CI Cold insulation of sole complex FO Resistance to fuel oil
* Upper: protection against water penetration and absorption

Shoe weight
Specifies the weight of a shoe in size 42 in grams (g).

EN 61340-4-3 Electrostatics, Part 4-3 - Footwear
This part of IEC 61340 describes a test method for determining the electrical resistance of footwear, with which the electrostatic 
potential on individuals is controlled. This standard is suitable for use by manufacturers of footwear as well as by end users. 

DGUV Rule112-191

DGUV REGEL 112-191
Marks safety shoes which are certified to DGUV rule 112-191. These can be equipped with orthopaedic insoles which will be individually 
created for your feet. With a prescription from your orthopaedist, you can go to an orthopaedic shoemaker of your choice. In cooperation 
with our partner, the orthopaedic manufacturer Hartmann, your orthopaedic shoemaker will then be provided with the necessary  
material.
Partner: Matthias Hartmann Orthopädie + Sport GmbH, Schelde-Lahn-Straße 20, 35713 Eschenburg, Germany, www.hartmann-os.
com

Premium-Quality
PREM

IU
M

☆QUA
LI
TY

☆ The quality of our products is our first priority and our whole product range is meeting our high standards. Products which have further
premium features (e.g. due material selection, fitting, characteristics, finishing) are marked with this pictrogram

Resistance to fogging
Specifies that the lenses are resistant to fogging (marking: N).
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EN 166 Personal eye protection
Functional requirements for different types of personal eye protection devices.

Marking of the oculars (example)
2C-1,2 AS 1 F N

Scale number (only for filters)
Identification mark of the manufacturer
Optical class
Abbreviation for mechanical strength
Abbreviation for the resistance to fogging of oculars

Scale number (only for filters) Code number Scale number
Welding filter Without 1,2 - 16
Ultraviolet filter (the recognition of colours may be 
affected)

2
1,2 - 5

Ultraviolet filter (good colour recognition) 2C
Ultraviolet filter (good colour recognition) 3
Infrared filter 4 1,2 - 10
Sunglare filter (without infrared requirement) 5 1,1 - 4,1

Sunglare filter (with infrared requirement) 6 1,1 - 4,1
Scale number: the higher, the lower the permeability (transmittance).

Optical class
The lower, the better. 1-3

Abbreviation for mechanical strength Mechanical strength requirements
Without Minimum robustness
S Increased robustness
F Protection against high speed particles (low energy impact)
B Protection against high speed particles (medium energy impact)
A Protection against high speed particles (high energy impact)

Marking of the frames (example)

AS EN 166 F
Identification mark of the manufacturer
Number of this standard
Abbreviation for increased mechanical strength / rotection 
against high speed particles / extreme temperatures
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EN 170 Ultraviolet filter
Scale numbers and transmission requirements for protective filter against ultraviolet radiation.

Scale 
number

Colour recognition Typical usage

2-1,2 
2-1,4
2-1,7

May be affected if not
marked with scale
number 2C.

For use with radiation sources that predominantly emit ultraviolet radiation with wavelengths 
shorter than 313 nm and where glare is not an essential factor. This covers the
entire UV-C and most of the UV-B range. 

2-2
2-2,5 May be affected if not

marked with scale
number 2C.

For use with radiation sources that emit intensive radiation in the UV range and visible 
spectral range and where a weakening of the visible radiation is therefore required.

2-3
2-4
2-5

EN 172 Sunglare filters for industrial use
Scale numbers, transmission levels and corresponding requirements for sunglare filters for industrial use.

Scale 
number

Usage Designation

5-1,1
6-1,1

This scale number applies only to certain phototropic sunglare filters in a bright 
state and for the range of high luminous transmission of graduated filters.

5-1,4
6-1,4

As a very bright filter. Very bright

5-1,7
6-1,7

As a bright filter. Bright

5-2
6-2

As a recommended universal filter, usually easy to use. Medium

5-2,5
6-2,5

Mostly used in Central Europe. Dark

5-3,1
6-3,1

In the tropics and subtropics, for sky observations, in high mountains, snow areas, 
bright water areas, sandy areas, lime quarry and chalk quarry.

Very dark

5-4,1
6-4,1

Only at extreme irradiances. Extreme dark

UV 400 protection
UV range (nm) IR

UV-C UV-B UV-A Visible range (nm)

100 280 315
3
8
0

400
7
8
0

UV filter
Sunglare filter

UV filter: 210 - 365 nm
Sunglare filter: 280 - 380 nm
UV 400 protection: up to 400 nm

EN ISO 23907 Protection against cuts and stabs - Requirements and test methods - Sharps waste containers
Specifies requirements for disposable sharps containers intended to contain potentially dangerous medical waste sharps or items 
without stab and cut protection, for example scalpel blades, trocars, hypodermic needles and syringes. This standard covers sharps 
containers supplied complete by the manufacturer and those supplied in component parts to be assembled by the user.
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APPLICATION GUIDE

The application examples given on the following pages merely act as a rough overview in order to outline which hand / arm protection is suitable for which 
application. All hand / arm protections are partly suitable for other applications as well. Further subjective user preferences (e.g. material, breathability, type 
of coating, etc.) are not considered. This guide can not and should not replace personal advice. Furthermore the selection of the right hand / arm protection has 
always to be performed with regard to the risks at the workplace. For further information please do not hesitate to contact us.

BRANCH: Construction / mechanics / sanitary area
Demands (i. a.): high mechanical resistance, high abrasion, 
durability, high dexterity, where required liquid-tight with long
cuff
Applications: industry, mechanical engineering, repair, gravel 
plant, quarry, craft, polymer processing, exhibition stand 
construction, metal working, waste processing, recycling, 
carpenter, road construction, scaffolder, stone processing, wood 
processing, sanitary area, waterworks, sewage plant, cleaning, 
agriculture, welding etc.

BRANCH: Chemistry / laboratory
Demands (i. a.): liquid-tight, preferably long cuff, protection
from chemicals, highest dexterity, perfect fit
Applications: chemical industry, laboratory, cleaning, sanitary
area, recycling, waste disposal, waste processing etc.

BRANCH: Landscape gardening
Demands (i. a.): perfect grip, protection against dirt and 
moisture, high dexterity
Applications: landscape gardening, agriculture, garden centre,
craft, garden work etc.

BRANCH: Foodstuff
Demands (i. a.): highest dexterity, perfect fit, suitable for food
contact
Applications: food processing, kitchens, canteens, food
production, agriculture etc.

BRANCH: Automotive manufacturing
Demands (i. a.): high dexterity, perfect grip, perfect fit, high or
very high cut protection
Applications: automotive industry, supplier, ship building, tire
trading, tire production, repair services, workshops, welding etc.

BRANCH: Commissioning / shipping
Demands (i. a.): highest dexterity, perfect grip, high
breathability
Applications: shipping, logistics, transport, commissioning,
sorting, etc.

ADVANTAGE: Protection against minimal / medium risks
Protective gloves, which are marked with this pictogram are
characterised by a robust design and protect the user from
minimal and/or mechanical risks.

ADVANTAGE: Sensitive
Protective gloves, which are marked with this pictogram are
characterised by a very high sensitivity and dexterity. Due to
that they are perfect for working with small parts.

ADVANTAGE: Non-slip / grippy
Protective gloves, which are marked with this pictogram are
characterised by a very high slip resistance and a perfect grip 
on many surfaces.

ADVANTAGE: Protection against heat and/or cold
Protective gloves, which are marked with this pictogram
are characterised by protection against high and/or low
temperatures and are therefore perfect for working under 
more difficult climatic conditions (welding, cold stores, in 
winter etc.).

ADVANTAGE: Antistatic
Protective gloves, which are marked with this pictogram 
protect the user and sensitive parts from unintended and 
uncontrolled electrostatic discharges.

ADVANTAGE: High / very high cut protection
Protective gloves, which are marked with this pictogram 
protect the user from high or very high risks by cutting injuries.

COLOUR GUIDANCE SYSTEM
The colour guidance system enables direct recognition of the sizes by 
means of the different colours on the edges of the boxes.

Size XS S M L XL XXL

Colour
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ADVANTAGES / PROPERTIES / APPLICATIONS

Latex
Very good dry and wet grip, very flexible and stretchable,
very elastic, very tear-resistant, very good tactile sensitivity,
perfectly suited for workplaces that require very good grip
(handling smooth and / or slippery objects or surfaces)

Nitrile
Resistant, robust, very good dry and oil grip, very high 
mechanical resistance, very high abrasion resistance, 
resistant to oils and greases, perfectly suited for workplaces 
with high demands on durable and abrasion-resistant 
protective gloves

PPU
Very flexible, very good dry and wet grip, high mechanical
resistance, durable and robust

PU
Good abrasion resistance, very sensitive, very good tactile
sensitivity, perfectly suited for workplaces with high 
demands on the dexterity of the protective gloves

PVC
Robust, high mechanical resistance, light and aging 
resistant, high abrasion resistance

Special coating
Very abrasion-resistant, breathable, very non-slip, very 
good dexterity, perfectly suited for workplaces with high 
demands on mechanical resistance and dexterity of the 
protective gloves

GUIDE: COATINGS AND MATERIALS 

Gloves are available for a wide variety of applications (e.g. protection against cuts, heat, cold or chemicals). The materials and the coating play a major role 
in what protective gloves can be used for. In the following we summarise the basic advantages and properties of the most important coatings and materials.

ADVANTAGES / PROPERTIES / APPLICATIONS

Chloroprene
Very elastic, flexible, resistant to oils and greases, resistant 
to acids, alkalis and solvents, perfectly suitable for 
workplaces with chemical contact

Vinyl
Soft, elastic, very sensitive, smooth surface

Split leather
Durable, robust, good grip, perfectly suited for workplaces 
with requirements for resistant protective gloves

Grain leather
Resistant, tear-proof, durable, robust, smooth surface, soft, 
sensitive, perfectly suited for workplaces with requirements 
for resistant protective gloves

Artificial leather
Robust, moisture-repellent, sensitive

Uncoated
Very flexible, very sensitive, high wearing comfort, very 
breathable, perfectly suitable as undergloves and for 
workplaces with minimal risks and very high demands on 
the dexterity of the protective gloves
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APPLICATION GUIDE

The application examples given on this page merely act as a rough overview in order to outline which safety shoes are suitable for which application. All safety
shoes are partly suitable for other applications as well. Further subjective user preferences (e.g. material, breathability, outsole) are not considered. This guide
can not and should not replace personal advice. Furthermore the selection of the right safety shoes has always to be performed with regard to the risks at the
workplace. For further information please do not hesitate to contact us.

ADVANTAGES / PROPERTIES / APPLICATIONS

Advantages / properties (e.g.): toe cap, light-weight, flexible,
possibly very breathable as the seat region can be open, for 
dry working environments
Applications (e.g.): workplaces with a small number of 
different risks, danger from impacts or from falling objects
(e.g. hospitals, care facilities, food industry, canteens)

Advantages / properties (e.g.): toe cap, closed seat region, 
light-weight, breathable, for dry working environments
Applications (e.g.): as SB, additionally with closed seat region
(e.g. commercial driver, logistics, commissioning)

Advantages / properties (e.g.): toe cap, closed seat region, 
upper protects against water penetration and absorption
Applications (e.g.): as S1, protection against water penetration
and absorption (e.g. laboratory, industrial kitchens)

Advantages / properties (e.g.): toe cap, closed seat region, 
upper protects against water penetration and absorption,
cleated outsole, protection against penetration of sharp and
edged objects
Applications (e.g.): as S2, risk of penetration by sharp / 
edged objects (e.g. construction, waste management sector, 
landscape gardening)

Advantages / properties: voluntary additional requirement 
for cold insulation of sole complex
Applications (e.g.): workplaces with cold surroundings / 
surfaces (e.g. cold stores, winter service)

Advantages / properties: voluntary additional requirement
for heat insulation of sole complex
Applications (e.g.): workplaces with warm surroundings / 
surfaces (e.g. road construction, metal working)

Advantages / properties: voluntary additional requirement 
for resistance of outsole to hot contact (300° C)
Applications (e.g.): workplaces with hot surfaces (e.g. tar
work, road construction)

ADVANTAGES / PROPERTIES / APPLICATIONS

Advantages / properties: protection against penetration of
sharp and edged objects (e.g. S1P)
Applications (e.g.): workplaces with risk of penetration by
sharp / edged objects (e.g. nails, metal pieces)

Advantages / properties: sensitive products are protected 
from damage and electrostatic charges are discharged in a 
controlled manner
Applications (e.g.): workplaces with sensitive products (e.g. 
electronics, engineering)

Advantages / properties (e.g.): slip resistance of the outsole, 
which is determined and classified on the basis of two test 
situations (SRA: ceramic tiles with NaLS, SRB: steel floor with
glycerine, SRC: SRA and SRB passed)
Applications (e.g.): workplaces with risks from damp or greasy
surfaces and floor coverings (e.g. scaffolding, construction,
workshops, industrial kitchens, canteens)

Advantages / properties (e.g.): toe caps and perforation 
resistant midsoles of metal-free safety shoes are usually 
lighter and more flexible than safety shoes that contain metal 
and they are hardly / not thermally conductive. Metal-free 
perforation resistant midsoles also cover a larger area of the 
foot (insole), but are more influenced by the shape of sharp 
objects (e.g. diameter, geometry, sharpness). Perforation 
resistant metal midsoles are less influenced by the parameters 
mentioned above and therefore offer a particularly high level 
of protection. It should be noted here that, due to the design, 
only a smaller area of the foot can be protected.
Applications (e.g.): workplaces with danger from edged /
sharp objects lying around (e.g. nails, metal parts) as well as
danger from impacts or falling objects, at workplaces with the
highest demands on the protective functions, we recommend
the use of S3 safety shoes with steel midsole and steel toe cap
(e.g. construction, outdoor work)
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